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PREFACE

The UnitedStatesEnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA)was charged

by Congressin the rloiseControlAct of 1972,as amendedby the Quiet

Communities Act of 1978, to conduct or finance research to investigate

"...the psychological and physiological effects of noise on humans and the

effects of noise on domestic animals, wildlife, and property, and the deter-

minationof dose/responserelationshipssuitablefor use in decisionmaking..."

(Section14(b)(1)).

Pursuantto and as partof thismandate,EPA has undertakeninvesti-

gationsto determineand quantifysubjectivereactionsof individualsand

communitiesto differentnoiseenvironmentsand sourcesof noise. A specific

seriesof studieshas beeninitiatedto determinethe bestmethodsfor eval-

uating subjective magnitude and aversiveness to noise on the basis of spectral

and temporalproperties,andto ascertainthe importanceof andmeans for

includingnonacousticalfactorsin the evaluationof generalaversionto noise.

The overallpurposeof thislineof researchis toderivea more solidbasis

for assessingthe aversivenessof noiseand the benefitsof noisecontrol,

The program calls for detailed analysis and evaluation of available data from

boththe laboratoryand thefieldto assessthe relativevalidityand pre-

dictivenessof varioussubjectiveacousticratingsIspectralweightingsand

calculationschemes),as wellas to acquirenew datawhere appropriate.

Findingshavebeen pubHshed previouslyin EPA ReportNo. 550/g-77-101

entitled"Comparisonof VariousMethodsfor Predictingthe Loudnessand

Acceptabilityof Noise." Thatreportdealtwith the abilityof commonly

employedfrequencyweightingsand calculationschemesto predictand quantify

subjectiveaspectsof sound. The resultsof the studyshowedthe calculation

schemesto be superiorin predictivecapabilityto the frequencywelghtings.
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The D- and E-frequencyweightingswere significantlybetterthanthe B- and

C-weightings. The A-weighting was only slightly more variable than the D-

and E-weightings.All frequencyweightingswere leveldependentwith the

predictivecapabilityworse at higherlevels, Analysisof the resultswith

regard to the type of noise and the presence of tonal components was not

conclusive due to a limited amount of available data.

The purposeof the investigationdescribedin this reportwas to under-

take a moredetailed,rigorous,and systematicanalysisof thepreviously

compiled psychoacoustic data in order to (a) account for certain apparent

anomalies in the data analyzed earlier as part of this program, (b) examine

the sensitivity of various frequency weightings and rating schemes to spectral

differences of the sound stimuli used in the investigations, and (c) evaluate

subjectiveresponseto discretefrequencycomponentssuperimposedovera back-

ground. The resultsprovidepartialbut neededinformationon the relative

abilityof computationalproceduresand frequencyweightingsto assesssub-

Jective loudness and acceptability of sounds with different spectral shapes,

the necessityof tonalcorrectionsat low and high levelsof noise,an indi-

cationas to the magnitudeof a correction,and the overalleffectivenessof

commonlyused tonalcorrectionprocedures.

EPA believes that further evaluation of data on the subjective effects

of noisewill fosterthe developmentof techniquesto demonstrateadditional

benefits of noise control beyond that exhibited by currently used procedures.

Fulfillmentof thisobjectiveawaitsfurtherstudywithinthisseries. The

results published in this report, however, do provide an important step to-

ward a more complete understanding of the phenomena of human subjective

responsetonoise.

OFFICEOF THE SCIEDTIFICASSISTANT
i TO THE DEPUTYASSISTANTADMINISTRATOR

OFFICEOF NOISEABATEMENTAND CONTROL

: U.S. ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONAGENCY
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Abstmct

The present report is a continuation of an earlier report by Scharf,

Hellman, and Bauer (1977), The objectives are (1) to determine whether eub-

jectlve iudgments of particular types of noise, categorized by spectral

shape, are better approximated by some descriptors (frequency weigbtlngs and

calculation procedures) than by others, and (2) to investigate the role of

tonal components in these studies and to assess the adequacy of several

tone-correction procedures. The analysis of data by spectral shape produced

a mixed outcome. Results showed that no overall advantage would accrue

from regrouping sets of data across studies on the basis of similar spectral

shapes. However. although variability was not reduced when considered

across nine spectral categories, the interaction between spectral shape

and descriptor was highly significant (p < .001). The examination of over

500 spectra with and without tonal components provided only tentative

support for the trends noted in the literature. Nhen the judged attribute is

either loudness or nolsiness_ tonal components do not seem to add to the

subjective magnitude of broad-band noise below 80 dg sound pressure level.

At higher levels, according to one large-scale study, tonal components

seemed Co add the equivalent of 2 dB to the judged noisiness, No data could

be located that would permit adequate assessment of the contribution of tonal

components to the "absolute" magnitude of jugged annoyance or unacceptability

(as distinct from noisiness or loudness). Given the small effect of tonal

components in the present group of studies, the evaluation of three diffe_ent

tone-correction procedures (FAR 36, 1959; Kryter and Pearson's! 1965;



and Stevens's, 1970) could not lead to definitive conclusions about their

reI_tive merits. Although a small correction may be necessary for the

presence of tonal components at high levelsj the tone-correctlon procedures

now available cannot be properly evaluated until more appropriate data that

demonstrate the need for a tone correction nre obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent report by Scharf, He llman, and Bauer (1977) examined data from

23 studies in which subjects had judged the subjective magnitude of a large

variety of noises. The aim of the Scharf, et. al. (1977) investlgstlon was

to determine how well various frequency welghtlngs (presently incorporated

or proposed for use on sound level meters) and calculation procedures assess

the subjective magnitude of noise. One important conclusion, based on a total

of over 600 spectra, was that the calculation procedures predicted subjective

magnitude with less variability* and with greater validity** than did the

frequency welghtings.

Among the six frequency weightings studied= the B- and C-weightlngs

were the poorest predictors of subjective magnitude while the DI-, D2-,

and E-weightlngs were the best predictive weighting functions. It was also

noted that the A-welghting was less than 0.5 dB more variable than the Dl-j

g2-, end E-welghtings. Among the five calculation procedures studied,

Stevens's Mark VI (1961), Mark Vll (1972), and Zwieker's (1958) loudness

calculation procedures were the least variable, but Perceived Noise Level

(gryter 1959) was almost as reliable. Tone-corrected Perceived Noise Level

(following the FAR 36 procedure, 1969) was a some_lat poorer predictor. Mark VI

and Perceived Noise Level yielded the calculated values that were closest, on

the average, to the observed or judged values, although all of the frequency

weightings and computational procedures examined were about equally variable

in this respect.

*The index of variability was the standard devlation of the calculated level8
of a group of soueds judged subjectlvely equal or the standard deviation of

differences between calculated and judged levels. These typically ranged
from 2 to 4 dB.

**The calculation procedures yielded an absolute calculated level closer to
the observed level.
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The objectives of the present invaatigatlon are (I) to determine

whether subjective jud_nents of particular types of noise, categorized

by spectral shape, are better approximated by some descriptors (frequency

welghtlngs and calculation procedures) than by others, and (2) to investigate

the role of tonal components in these studies and to examine the relevancy

of existing tone-correctlon procedures.

Each of these aims is addressed separately with overall results and

conclusions provided in Section IV. Appendices A, B, and G include more

detailed analysea.



II. SPECTRAL SHAPE

Particular types of noise often have distinctive spectral characteristics

such as the low-frequency spikes of transformer noise, ti_e low-frequency

em_hasls of vehicular noise, the mld-frequency bulge of many machine noises,

the high frequenhles of an electric bell, and so forth. In the earlier report

(Scharf, et. el., 1977, Table V), twenty of the studies examined were classi-

fied according to the specific source or type of noise. The six sources

considered were slreraft, industrial, vehicular, and household, as well as

artificial and miscellaneous noises. A statlstleal analysis of the differ-

ences among the data for these six noise sources was performed in the present

study. For purposes of this analysis, the vehicular noise category, for

which there was only one set of data, was combined with the aircraft noise

category to form a general transportation noise group, thus yielding a total of

five source types. As shown in Table I, a partially hierarchlcal analysis of

varla.ce (ANOVA, Winer, 1962) revealed no significant differences in the

predictive ability of the ten descriptors among _he five source types.

However, the interastion between source type and descriptor was slgnlfloant

(p < .01). Despite the statistical significance of this interaction, the

differences among the descriptors are too small So provide a basis for

concluding that certain types of noises are better assessed in any meaningful,

practical sense by one particular descriptor than by another. Moreover, the

small number of studies contained wlthfn each source type category indicates

that noise soarce type and study are confounded.
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Table I

Summary Table for Partially Hierarchical ANOVA;
Five Source Types by Ten Descriptors (PNLC Has Been Omitted)

Degrees of Mean

Source of Variance Sum of squares Freedom Square F P

Source type 50.92 4 12.73 1.60 NS

Between groups 175.20 22 7.96
(error term)

Descriptor 63.05 9 7.00 14.21 <.001

Descriptor by source 36.51 36 1,01 2.06 <.01

Within groups 97.60 198 .49
(error term)



The lack of significant difference_ among source types may, in fact,

be attributable to the rather gross classifJcstlon scheme whereby a

wide variety of spectral shapes were included witi_in each source type.

Thus, this analysis may have obscured real differences among spectral

1 .

shspes. A more homogeneous classification can be achieved by regrouplng

spectra from different studies according to spectral type or shape. It is

possible that for certain spectral shapes, particular descriptors (frequency

weigbtlngs or calculation procedures) predict subjective judgments better

than other descriptors. If so, descriptors could then each be applied, in prac-

tice, to those spectral shapes to which they are best suited. Accordinglyj each

noise spectrum within the 19 studies listed in Table II of Scharf, et. al.

(1977)* was placed into one of nine spectral categories: (i) negative slope,

(2) positive slope, (3) broadband and flat, (4) narrow band, (5) U-shaped,

(6) inverted U-shaped, (7) low-frequency peaks or valleys, (8) mld-to-hlgh

frequency peaks or valleys, and (9) mixed peaks or valleys. Figures I to 9

provide examples of sound spectra from each of the nine main categories. The

spectra represent noises from hoth artificial and natural noise sources.

(Appendix A gives more detailed definitions of the spectral shapes and a more

de tailed breakdown within the main spectral categories.)

Table II presents the standard deviations (SDs) averaged across the nine

spectral categories for (i) those sets of subjective data that did not provide

judged loudness levels, (2) those that did, and (3) all spectra combined.**

"_The data by Pearsons, at, al. (1968) were not included in this analysis. Wells
300 and Wells 400 are counted as one study.

**The SDs for each spectral category are provided in Tables A-2 and A-7 of
Appendix A. Note that the means of the SDs were computed without regard
to the number of SDs contributed by each category.
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Table II

Variability of Calculated Levels of Noises

Grouped by Spectra] Category or by Study

(Standard deviations in decibels computed either from the calculated levels of
a group of sounds judged subjectively equal or from the differ,ences between

calculated and judged levels (]oudness levebJ). The smaller the standard

deviation_ the closer the _cheme comes to pr_dicting the measured s_Lbjective
equality of a set of sounds.)

Descript_or_

SOURCE N/n A IH D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

Spectral categories 298/34 2.7 2.2 2.3 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.7
(Eased on calculated

levels)

Spectral categories 335/56 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.4 2.4 3.1 2.3

(loudness levels only)

Spectral categories 633/90 2,8 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.2 2.3 2.7 2.5
(total)

Grouped by study (tot_l) 763/28 3,1 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.
from Echarf, st. el.
(1977) Table ll
corrected

LEGEND:

N = number of spectra E _ sound-leve] meter weighting proposed

by Stevens (1972) and circulated as
n = number of standard deviations ANSI Draft document SI.XX/104

A = standard sound-level meter Mark VI = ANSI S 3.4 (R1972) procedure

weighting for tile computation of loudness
of noise.

D1 - sound-level meter weighting,
better known as D, adopted Mark VII = proposed by Stevens (1972)

by International Electro-
Technical Commission (1975). PNL = perceived noise level

D2 - sound-level meter weighting ZWI = based on Zwicker (1958). Computer

proposed by gryter, K.D. program from Paulus and Zwicker
(1970), Table 2. (1972)
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Table II also presents the SDs previously calculated across studies (Scharf,

et2_.al. 1977, Table II, with the minor corrections g_ven in Appendix D of this

report).

AS shown in Table II, _oat of the sounds represented in row 1 of Table

II were judged with respect to some evaluative attribute such as noisiness,

unecceptabilltyj etc.j whereas the sounds represented in row 2 were judged

only with respect to loudness. Thus, the date contained in rows I and 2

demonstrate tile smae tendency noted in Scharf, et. el. (1977j Table V). Those

data showed thnt the studies in which loudness was judged yielded larger SDs

than those studlee in which an evaluative attribute other than loudness was

judged. The difference, hov0ver_ was not statistically significant, The moat

probable basis for the difference, described in detail in Appendix B, is the

wider range of levels covered by the loudness studies than by those studies in

which an evaluative ettribu_ wee judged.

The most revealing Comparison in Table II is between overall SDe calculated

across spectral categories (rOW 3) and those calculated across studies (row 4).

Except for tlle A-weightlngb paired SDs do not differ between rows 3 and 4 by

more than 0.i dB. Thus, elasaifylng the spectre according to shape does not

reduce overall variability. Underlying this analysis was the assumption that

a descriptor would be leas varlsble if applied to groups of spectra of the

same shape than to groups o£ tpectra of different shapes. Although variability

ia not reduced when calculated across all the spectral categories, it may be

smaller for particular dnteriptore applied to particular spectral categories.

The interaction between category and procedure is considered in Table III.

16



Table Ill

Suz_ary Table for Partially Hierarchical ANOVA:
Nine Spectral Categories by Ten Descriptors

Degrees of Mean

Source of Variance Sum of squares Freedom Square F P

Source type 143.18 8 17.90 2.25 <.05

Between groups 563.91 71 7.94

Descriptor 28.64 7 4.09 12.63 <.001

Descriptor by source 38,70 56 .69 2.13 <.00!

Within groups 161.04 497 .22

17
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Table III presents ANOVA for spectral type or shape by descriptor,

This analysis shows that (I) the differences among the nine spectral cate-

gories were significant at the ,O5 level, and (2) the differences among

the ten descriptors were statistically significant at the .001 level.

Further, the interaction between spectral shape and descriptor was slgnifl-

cant at the .001 level. However, despite this significant interaction_ a

meaningful multiple contrasts test could not be performed due to large

variations in numbers of spectra and in numbers of SDs =mong the nine cate-

gories.

Also relevant to the analysis by spectral categories is the question

of differences between calculated and observed loudness levels. Table

IV, based partly on Table A-10 in Appendix A and partly on Table IV in

Scharf, et. el. (1977), gives the overall means of the mean differences for

over 300 noises grouped either by spectral caLegory or by study. The corre-

sponding SDB of the mean and total ranges are also shown. Except for gwicker's

loudness calculation procedure and Mark VII after the required addition

of an 8-dB constant_ all the descriptors are more discrepant for the sounds

grouped by spectral category than for the sounds grouped by study. Of

more importancej however_ is the variability of the mean difference. Both

the range and SDs are significantly smaller (p < .O1 by t-test) for the sounds

grouped by spectral category than fnr those grouped by ctudy, with the sole

exception of the SD for the A-welghting. This decreased variability is

especially noteworthy since studles that differed with respect to procedures,

atandarda_ and instructions were broken up and individual spectra assigned to

various spectral categories. These methodological differences would be

expected to increase variability. Since the opposite occurred, it is likely

lg



Table IV

Calculated Minus Observed Loudness Levels
(Mean Differences £n Declbels)

(Overall means based upon differences for 335 spectra grouped according to
spectral type as per Table A-10 in Appendix A. Overall means are also show=l
for the same spectra when grouped by study as per Table IV of Scharf, et. al..
1977.)

By Spectral Category A D1 D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

Mean of Mean Differences -12.1 -5.3 -5.8 -6.8 -1.2 -8.6 -1.4 3.1

S.D. of Means 4.8 4.0 4.3 4.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.0

Range 16.0 12.6 13.7 12.6 11.6 11.1 10.8 8.8

Sy Study

Mean of Mean Differences -10.8 -4.5 -5.0 -6.2 -0.1 -6.9 -0.0 5.1

S.D. of Means 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.5 4.3 4._ 4.2

Range 17,8 18.8 19.3 17o7 17.4 15.3 19.3 14.7



that grouping by spectral shape meaningfully enhances the validity of

the descriptors. Moreover, tllefour calculation procedures with their much

greater flexibility showed a larger drop in variability than did the weight-

ing functions. In contrast, the A--welghtlngwith its strong deemphasls of low

frequencies revealed an increase in the standard deviation, As can be seen in

Table A-IO, the A-weightlng grossly undermstlmated the level of sounds with

much energy in the low frequencies and less grossly underestimated spectra

vlth little energy in the low frequencies. To a lesser extent, the other

frequency welghtings also deemphasize low frequencies, and this deemphasis

becomes detrlmental st high levels (Scharf, st. el., 1977, Figures 6 to

8),

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that categories 7, 8 and 9 which are

distinguished by the presence of low-frequency spectral peaks or valleys,

mld-to-high-frequency peaks or valleys, and mixed peaks or valleys, respec-

tlvely, include many sounds w_h tonal components. Defined as projecting at

least 3 dB above their neighboring third-octave bands (see Section Ill), tonal

components were identified in over 80 percent of the sounds in categories

7 and 8, end in 30 percent of those in category 9. The SDs are presented in

Tables A-12 and A-13 of Appendix A. No clesrcut differences were found between

those spectra with tones end those without (except for part of category 9, as

discussed in Appendix A). The general problem of tonal components is treated

next, in Section Ill.
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III. TONAL COMPONENTS

A number of studies have reported that people react mare negatively

to no_s_s contaln_ng tonal components than to the same or similar noises

without tonal components, Tonal components appear to add more to the unpleasant-

ness of a noise than the same amount of acoustlca! energy would add if

spread over a wide band of frequencies. Reports in the Zlterature (GopeZand,

1960; Hargest and Pinker, 1967; Kryter and Pearsons, 1965; Little, 1961;

L_tt]e and Mabry, 1969; Pearsone, 1968; Pearsons and Bennett, 1969, 197];

Pearsons, Bishop and Horonjeff, 1969; Pearsons and Wells, 1968, 1969;

Wells, 1967, 1969b) show that tonal components add the equivalent of from 2

to 15 dB or more to the annoyance of a sound than would be expected from the

increase in overall energy. Several reports show that loudness or noisiness,

as distinct from annoyance or objectionahillty, is not affected by the

presence of tonal components (Eishken_ 1971; Kryter and Pearsons, 1963;

Rule, 1964; Rule and Little, 1963). One report (Niese, 1965) showed that

tonal components affected both loudness and annoyance to the same degree.

Another report (Goulet and Northwood, 1972) found no effect of tonal compon-

ents on either loud.ees or annoyance. In both these studies stimull were

presented at levels between 45 and 75 dB sound pressure level. On the other

hand, the investigatlons showing that tonal components do contribute unduly

to annoyance were conducted mostly at levels of 85 dB and higher.

The present report evaluaCes a number of the studies cited above. Some

studied sounds with tonal components artificially added (Fishken, 1971;

Pearsons and Wells, 1969; Wells, 1969b), and others studied natural sounds

tha_ contained tonal components (Pearsons and Bennett, 1969, 1971; Wells,



1970, 1972). Although slany studies not cited above, but examined in Scharf,

or. el. (1977), did include some noises with tonal components, such noises

did not usually constitute a large part of a given study. Nevertheless, to

provide a preliminary analysis of the effect of pure tones on judgments of

loudness and annoyance, 27 of the 28 sets of gDs from Scharf, st. el. (1977)

were divided into two groups,* One group of 12 SDs was obtained from subjective

judgments of spectra without tonal components, and a second group of 15 SDs

was obtained from subjective judgments produced by spectra that contained

tonal components. The presence of tonal components was based on the respective

authors' definitions. The results are found in Scharf, et. el. (1977),

Table V.

A partially hierarchical ANOVA (Lynch and Huntsberger, 1976) based on

those data revealed no significant difference between the gDs for I0 of the

ii descriptors (PNL tone corrected in accordance with FAR 36 was omitted).

The interaction between the presence or absence of tonal components and

descriptors was also not significant. This negative finding, however, may

not be meaningful. First, many of the studies included within the group

without tonal components had a few spectre with components. Second, other

differences (such as attribute judged) among studies could have obscured

any effects of tonal components on the variability of the descriptors.

Thirdj and most important, is that if tile effect of tonal components is to

increase the unpleasantness of a sound, then sounds all or most of which

contained tonal components would all be more or less equally affected. Most

of the descriptors would then show no change in their variability unless

"absolute" levels were measured. Such levels were not measured in most of

*The data by Robinson and Bowsher (1961) were not included in this aealysis.
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the studies involving sounds with tonal components; sounds were usually all judged

equal to a stnndard, and hence only a measure _arlability was meanlngful.

For the present report, a detailed annlysia of more than 600 spectre*

from Scharf, st. el., (1977) was undertaken to identify those spectra that

contained tonal components. The criterion for identification of a tonal

conponent was tha_ a third-octave band must have a level at least 4,75

dB above that of either of the immediately adjacent thlrd-octave bands,

This criterion was adopted to assure that the tone is at least 3 dB above

the noise in the band of interest, and is similar to the FAR 36 procedure,**

If the 4.75 dB criterion is exceeded, then the tone in the given thlrd-octave

hand must be at least 3 dB above the level of the noise in the band that

contains it. It was felt that, rather than rely on the authors' definition

of tones which may vary among authors, a precise identification of the

spectra containing tonal components would permit a finer determination

of how well the different sound descriptors handle such stimuli. (A partial

analysis of this type is presented in Appendix B for individual studies.)

Several procedures specifically designed to "correct" for tonal compo-

nents will be evaluated in addition to the eight descriptors examined in

Section II. These include the FAR 35 (1969) procedure, which was identified

as PNLC in Scharf, et. el. (1977); a different correction to Perceived Noise

Level proposed by Kryter and Pearsons (1965); and a procedure tentatively

proposed by S. S. Stevens (1970) explicitly for use with Mark VII but appll-

cable to any of the other descriptors. To augment the power of these analyaes_

a large-scale study by Ollerhead (1971, 1973) has been added to the

*The data by Pearsons, st, el. (1968) were not included in this analysis.

**No distinction is made between a "true" tonal component and n sharp
increase in level over a restricted range of frequencies.
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original group of studies examined in Scbnrf, et. _i. (1_)77). Not only do

these additional 104 spectra include many stimuli wlth tonal components_ but

judged level for each of the sti,nu]i _s provided ns well.

I. Composition of Studies with Respect to Tonal Components

More than 500 spectra wlth and without tonal components inclnding [04

spectra from Ollerhead (1971j 1973) underlie the an_lysls described in

this section. Of approximately 300 spectra wltl_ tonal components, over

one fourth contained more than one tone. Most single components fell between

500 and 2000 Hz; the remainder were nearly evenly divided between those at

frequencies below 500 |Iz and tbose above 2000 Hz. With respect to tone-to-

noise ratioj over half the components were less than 13 dB above the surroun-

din_ third-octave bands, one third were between |4 and 23 dB, ond less thnn

one tenth were more than 23 dB above the .else. kpproxlm_tely b=lf tbe tonal

components were _t _ sound pressure level between 60 _nd 80 dB, 30 percent

were above 80 dB, _nd 20 p_rcent at 60 dB or lower.

2. Evidence Demonstrating a Need for _ Tone Correction

As noted abovej tonnl components n_ay contribute unduly to the unpleasant-

hess of noise. If so_ then those groups of noises that are a mixture of

sounds both with and w_thout tonal components ought to show more variability

for a given descriptor than either e group of noises all with tonal compon-

ents or a group of noises all without. Accordingly, the whole set of noises

was first examined for this posited difference in variability without regard

to the attribute judged (whether loudness or some evaluative attribute),
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•tone-to-soles ratioj or overall level, parameters which may in fact be

relevant to the effect of tonal components on human response.

Table V presents the standard deviations for 542 spectra from 13 studies

and subsets listed in column I, Table VI, that had at least three spectra

with tonal components and at least three without. The mean SDs for all the

sets of spectra, both with and without tonal components, are given in the

first row, followed by the mean SDs for those spectra with tonal components,

and then by those without tonal components. The SD of the SDs upon which

the mean values are based are also shown. For every descriptor the SD for

the overall group is larger than the SD for either subgroup. This result

suggests that sounds with tonal components are judged somewhat differently

from sounds without; that effect is apparent for this analysis even when

studies that contained relatively soft sounds judged with respect to loudness

are included.

However, when just those studies are examined that involved evaluative

judgments of snnoyancej unacceptability, etc. (and studlea that involved

loudness judgments are excluded), the picture is altered. Table Vll shows

that in the annoyance studies, those spectra with tonal components produced

the largest SDs under all eight descriptors, while those spectra without

tonal components produced the smallest SDs. The presence of tonal components

made the descriptors more variable without apparently affecting the SDs

obtained for the mixture of sounds both with and without tonal components.

Had spectra with tonal components been judged differently, on the average,

than spectra without tonal components_ tile SDs for the overall group would

have been increased_ not decreased slightly as they are in Table VII.
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Table V

Standard Deviations (In Decibels) for Spectrn Both

with and without Tonal Components, for Spectra with
Tonal Components, and for Spectra without Tonal

Components. (Means were Unweighted. Attribute Judged:
Loudness, Annoyance, Noisiness, Etc,)

Number

of Number* Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
Spectra of SDs A DI D2 E Vl VII PNL ZWI

Mean Sb (in decibels)

Spectra Both
with and without

components 542 29 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.7

Spectra with

tonal components 314 29 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.3

Spectra without
tonal components 205 20 2.7 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.4

SD of SDs (in decibels)
Spectra Both
with sad without

tonal components 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.2

Spectra with

tonal components 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4

Spectra without

tonal components 1.6 1.3 1.4 1,4 1,4 1.5 1.3 1.5

*The number of SDs varies because some studies do not contain at least S opectra
required for the computation of a standard deviation.
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Table VI

Btudles that Contributed Spectra to the Analysis in Table V

Studies that Contributed to Both Studies that Contributed to

the 542 and 314 Spectra 205 Spectra
Study Year Study Year

Borsky 1974 Jahn 1965/66

Plshken 1971 Udbeke, et. el. 1964

John 1965/66 Ollerhead 1971, 1973

L_beke, et. el. 1964 pearsons and Bennett 1969

Ollerheed 1971, 1973 Pearsons and Wells 1969

Pearsone and Bennett 1969 Spiegel 1960

Pearsons and Wells 1969 Wells 1970

Spiegel 1960 Wells 300-400 Series 1969a

Wells 1970 Wells (Unpublished) e. 1970

Wells• 300-400 Series 1969a Yanlv 1976

Wells (unpublished) c. 1970

Wells (UH V) 1972

Yanlv 1976
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Table VII

Standard Deviations (In Decibels) from Studies Involving

Mainly Judgments of Annoyance or Unacceptability, for

Spectra Both with and without Tonal Components, for
Spectra with Tonal Components, and for Spectra without

Tonal Components, (Means were Unweighted.)

Number

of Number Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
Spectra of aDs A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

Mean SD (in decibels)

Spectra with
and without

components 260 13 2.S 2.0 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.1 2,9

Spectra with

tonal components 150 12 2.B 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2,1 2,4 2.9

Spectra without

tonal components 106 II 1.9 1.6 1.8 1.4 1,2 1.3 1.4 2.3

SD of SDs (in decibels)

Spectra with
and without

tonalcomponents 1.2 0.8 0.9 O.B 0.8 o.g 0.9 1.5

Spectra with
tonal components 1.5 I.I 1.3 I.I l.O I.I 1.2 1.6

Spectra without

tonal components 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 1,8

Studies that Contributed to Both Studies that Contributed to

the 260 and 150 Spectra 106 Spectra

9tudy Year Study Year

Boraky 1974 Pearsons and Bennett 1969
Pearsons end Bennett 1969 Pearsans and Wells 1969
Pearsons and Wells 1969 Wells 300-400 Ig69a

Wells 1970 Wells (Unpublished) 1970
Wells 300-400 1969a

Wells (Unpublished) 1970
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Perhaps combining results from diverse st.dles that ttsed wlde]y differnnt

methods and instructions eb_cnrrs the possible effect of tonal components on

judged annny_nce. Morenver_ _ny interpretatlon of these findings mu_t be

llmlted due to tile absence of measurements of "absolute" judged levels of

annoyatlce.

_e relev(inee of tile attribute judged is further shown by breaking

Table V_B 314 spectra with tonal components into two groups, those for

studies in which annoyance and noisiness were judged, and those in which

loudness was judged. Table VIII shows that five of the eight descriptors are

more varlable for the annoyance and noisiness judgments than for the loudness

judgments; the other three are about the same for both attributes. However,

tbe mean SD for annoyance across the eight descriptors is 2.5 dB compared to

2.2 d8 for loudness. Such a small difference, 0.3 dB, is not meaningful.

Earlier studies suggested that tonal components would be a significant

factor at high sound pressure levels -- in annoyance judgments -- but not

at moderate or low levels. If aoj a group of sounds with tonal components

judged with respect to annoyance should yield more variable descriptors when

a mixture of both low and high level sounds are included than when only low

or only high levels are included. Of the 233 spectra with tonal components

in Table Vlll that were judged for annoyance and noislnesa, 121 were at or

above an overall sound pressure level of 80 dB. Table IX shows tha= the SDa

for the 233 spectra are, on the average, larger by 0.1 dB than the SDa for

the 121 high level sounds. This difference is too small to be meaningful.
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Table VIII

Nean Standard Deviations (In Decibels) for Spectra with
Tonal Components Based on Annoyance, Noisiness, and Loudness Judgments

Number

Attribute of No. of Studies/ Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
Judged Spectra No. of SDs A D1 D2 g VI VII PNL EWI

Annoyance 233 8/17 2,9 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7
and Noisiness

Loudnesa 81 5/12 2.2 2.5 2.5 2,3 2.0 1.9 2,3 1.6
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Table IX

Standnrd Deviatlona _n Decibels for 233 Spectra with
Tonal Components at Hoderate and ]l_gh Sound Pressure
Levels Compared to Standard Deviations in Decibels for
121 Spectra at or above an Overall Sound Pressure Level
o£ 80 dB,

N_ber
of No. of Studies/ Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure

Spectra No° o_ SDe A D! D2 E VI VII PNL Z_/I

233 8/17 2.9 2.4 2.4 2,3 2,2 2.3 2,5 2.7

J2! 4/11 3.2 2,3 2,5 2.3 2.1 2.2 2,2 2.1
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Closely allied to overall level of the tone is the tone-to-nolse ratio.

Only Hark VII and Perceived Noise Level were ¢o_pared for two r.nges of

tone-to-nolse ratios. Over the range of 3 to iJ dB (relative to the third-

octave band level), the mean SD was around 1.6 dB; over the range of 14 to 23

dB, the mea_ SD increased to around 2,7 dB. Thus, based on the data ex_,lin_d

in this report, both Mark VII and Percelved Noise Level, _nd presumably the

other descriptors_ may be lees accurate _n assesslng human response to sound

when _he tone projects out well above the noise i.e., none of the descriptor6

may adequately asse_s the subjective annoyance produced by reI_tively strong

The effect of the frequency of the tonal componente could no_ be _de-

quately evaluated since in the _nnoyance studies most of the tones were

between 500 _nd 2000 Hz. For 19 spectra with tonal components below 500 Hz,

the mean SD was 0.9 dB for Mark VII and 1.5 dB for Perceived Noise Level.

For 22 spectra with tonal componencs above 2000 Hzj the SDs increased to 2.9

dB for Mark VII and to 2,4 dB for Perceived Noise Level. Given the sm_ll

sample sizes, this finding is highly tentative _Ithough it is conslstent with

the analysis of anomalous e_udleB in Appendix B.

_e role of the number of ton_l components was a|so ascertained.

Several of the Wells (1969a, 1970, 1972) studies and the Ollerhe_d (1971,

1973) study contained sounds with muItiple tones as well as with s_ngle

tones. The SDs for _ark VII _nd Perceived Noise Level were not unuauaIIy high

for the _roup of spe¢tr_ with both single _nd mul_iple tones, In the

Ollerhead study, as seen in Table X, the SDs produced by the _ixture of

single and multiple tone8 is only _lightly larger (0,3 dB) th_n the SDs

produced by spectra with multlple t_nes only. Th_se prelimln_ry findings

_uggest that the number of components may not affec_ the variabillty of the

descriptors.
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Table X

Analysis of Standard Deviations in Decibels for Mark Yll and Per-

ceived Noise Level produced by Data from Ollerhead (1971) Based on

Spectra that Contained Both Single and Multiple Tones and Spectra
with Multiple Tones Only.

Number of

Spectra Mark VII PNL

Mean SD (in decibels)

Spectre with Single and

Multiple Tones 60 3.2 3.1

Spectre with Multiple
Tones Only 33 2.9 2.8
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The preceding analysis of the effect of tonal components on the variability

of the descriptors obviously does not lead to clear-cut conclusions, floweret,

the main effect of tonal components on human response appears, from earlier

studies, to be an increase in the aversiveness of broadband sounds. _lus, it

is essential to examine the mean differences between calculated end observed

levels. Only Ollerhead (1972j 1973) provided observed levels based on judgments

of an evaluative attribute -- noisiness; the remaining observed levels are

based on loudness. Table XI shows the mean differences from a common group of

studies listed in Table XII that bad some sounds with tonal components and some

sounds without. The differences are just about the same for the two sets of

spectra; adding tonal components appears to have little effect on the dis-

crepancy between calculated and observed levels. Since none of the eight

descriptors makes special provision for tonal components (except, as an integral

part of the Zwicker procedure), the lack of any effect of tonal components on

the mean differences suggests that adding tones does not increase the subjective

magnitude, Moreover, the variability of the mean difference is greater for

spectra without tones than for spectra with tones. Taken together, the overall

results in Table XI imply that a tone correction procedure may not be needed

when the judged attribute is loudness.

The effecC of tonal components is different, however, for chose sounds chat

were judged with respect to noisiness in the Ollerhead (1971, 1973) study, Those

mean differences, listed separately in Table XI, are more positive for the 44

spectra without tonal components than for the 60 spectre with tonal components.

This suggests that the observed levels were higher for the spectra with tones

than for those w_thouC° _e increase in the mesa difference is 1.8 dgj averaged
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Table XI

Mean Differences in Decibels (Calculated Minus Observed Levels)
for Studies Containing Some Sounds with Tonal Components and
Some without. (Attribute Judged was Loudness Except in the
Ollerhead (1971, 1973) Study which is also Listed Separately.)

Frequency Neighting Calculation Procedure
Number of

Spectra A DI D2 E VI VII PNL 2WI

Hean of Hean
Difference.
Spectra without
tonal components gg -7.g -2.0 -2.6 -3.5 3.0 -4.0 4.0 7.5

Spectra with
tonal components 141 -7.7 -I.0 -1.5 -2.g 2.g -4.6 4.1 7.1

SD of SDs

Spectra without
tonal components 5.6 5.7 5.4 6.I 5.B 6.2 6.6 5.3

Spectra with
tonal components 4.7 4.9 5.0 4.6 4.0 4.0 4.B 3,3

Ollerhesd only

(Noisiness _ud_ed)

Neon Differences
Spectra without
tonal components 44 -3.1 2.7 l.g 1.5 7.2 1.0 g.g II.9

Spectra with
tonal components 60 -5.3 1.0 --0.I m0"l 5.8 --1.3 7.9 10.2
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Table XII

Studies that Contributed Spectra to The Analysis in Table XI

Studies that Contributed to Studies that Contributed to

141 Spectra 99 Spectra

Study Year _ Year

Fishken 1971 John 1965/66

John 1965/66 _dbcke. et. al. 1964

Udbcke, et. al. 1964 Ollerhead 1971

Ollerhead 1971 Spiegel 1960

Spiegel 1960 Yaniv 1976

Yanlv 1976
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over the eight descriptors. 'l]_t_ mo_t ]il.:_ly11_t¢_rpretatlon of this result

is that In the Ol]erhead (1971_ L973_ _;tudy, _]reraft ._oui_dswith tonal

components wer_ judged the equ_v;tl_lltof i._ d_ noisier than soutlda without

tomal components. Further, it _hou]d be t_oted h_r_ that, in contr,'Istto the

other studles listed in Tablt_ XII, th_ noise ._;titilul]izl the Ollerhe.nd (1971,

1973) study |lad an overall _;ound pressure level grt,ater than 80 dB.

In get,oral, the steadies examined in this report provide little evidence

for the need for a tone correct|an. Th_s finding only appears to contrmdiet

conclusions drawn from some studies cited above, However, the reasons for the

apparent disagreement may be found Ill the specific natt_re of the studies

examined in the present report. (See Section IV below.) Furthermore,

Ollerhead's (1971, 5.973) data on tileaversiveaess of sounds with tonal compo-

nents at high levels do suggest a need for a tone correction, but only of the

order of 2 dB. Despite thls generally negative result, the following section

examines and evaluates several tone-correction procc_dures.

3. Descriptions of Tone-Correction Procedures

a) PNLC or FAR 36 Tone Corrections

A tone correction is contained within the FAR 36 (1969) alrcraft certi-

flcation regulation. The tone correction was included to increase, in

accordance with subjective Judgments, the measured Perceived Noise Level of

aircraft that produced noise spectra with tonal components. The Perceived

Noise Level is calculated in the usual way for a given spectrum (Kryter,

1959). The FAR _6 procedure then smoothea the spectrum and compares the

or_glnal spectrum to the smoothed spectrum in each thlrd-octave ba_d. If a

band level of the original spectrum exceeds the corresponding band level of

the smoothed spectrum by 3 dg or more, then a correction In decibels is
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added to the calculated Perceived Noise Level to accoun_ for the presence of

discrete tones. Thus, within the FAR 36 procedure, the crlterlon for a tonal

component is that it exceed the noise level in the thlrd-octave hand contain-

ing it by 3 dB or more. The number of decibels sdded to the calculated

Perceived Noise Level depends on tile frefluency of the tone and its level

relative to the smoothed thlrd-octave band noise level. Tones between 500

and 5000 Hz _re penallzed twice as much (in decibels) as tones below and

above that frequency range. The correction cannot exceed 6.67 dB, which is

the penal_y for a tone 20 dB or move above the noise level. Between tone-to-

noise ratios of 3 d_ and 20 dB, the penalty incresses linearly with level,

more rapidly in the middle frequency range than elsewhere. If more than a

single tonal component is identified_ only the largest penalty is added to

Perceived Nolee Level; in essence, multlple tonal components are ignored and

a correction ia applied only to the strongest tone (taking into account

frequency and tone-_o-nolse ratio). Thi_ procedure does not take absolute

level into account, presumably because it was _eslgned exp_inltly for high-

level aircraft noise. Figure I0 illustrates how the FAR 36 procedure

depends on tone-to-nolss ratio and on the frequency of the tone.

b) Kryger and Pe_rsons'a (1965) Tone-Correctlon Procedure

Like the PAR 36 method, the procedure proposed by Kryter and Pearsons

(1965) ia designed for use with Perceived Noise Level. It is henceforth

referred to in this report as PNrLKP. Instead of first calculating Perceived

• Nolse Level and then adding a correction in decibels as in the FAR 36 method,

PNLKP first corrects the levels of each thlrd-octave band containing identi-

fled pure tones, and then calculates Perceived Noise Level according to
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Kryter (1959) on the basis of the revised spectrum. The result i_ a tone-

corrected Perceived Noise Level. In the cLtrrent application n correc-

tion is made for each band identified as containing a pure tone at third-

octave band center frequencies. Only tones 3 dB or more above adjacent

thlrd-octave bands have been identified as pure tones in this report altbough

Kryter and Pearsons (1965) suggested a correction for even smaller tone-to-

noise ratios. Figure II shows that the value of the correction within each

hand increases with increasing tone-to-r_olse ratio up to a maximum ratio of

25 dB. The value also varies continuously with frequency with a flat ma×imum

between 3000 and 4000 Hz, depending on tone-to-noise ratio.

c) gtevens's (1970) Preliminary Tone-Correctlon Procedure

In 1970j S. S. Stevens circulated a tentative proposal for a tone-correc-

tion method to be used with his Hark VII or Mark VI computational procedures.

His correction was based on the notion that the underestimation of the calcu-

lated perceived magnitude of a tone-and-noise complex according to Hark VI

or VII arises because the auditory system analyzes components in the complex

as distinct sounds and then_ in effect, adds them together to obtain a

total percept. To develop a procedure that would mimic the auditory systemj

Stevens turned to data on the masking of a pure tone by broad-band noise, lie

assumed that the loudness of the partially masked tone would summate with the

loudness of the noise when the two are judged as a composite sound. Stevens's

procedure takes into account the fact that partial masking depends on the

tone-to-noise ratio ss well as on the absolute level of the noise,
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Figure II. Decibel Correction to be Added to Sound Pressure

Level of a Band Containing Pure-Tone Component Prior
to Calculation of Perceived-Noise Level. Parameter

is Band Center Frequency. Abscissa is Either Ratio,

in decibels, Between Tone and Noise Measured Sepa-
rately within a Band (T/N) or the Ratio Between Level
of Band with Tone and Noise Together and Level
of Adjacent Bonds (T+N/AN) when Measured with

Full-, 1/3-, or 1/10-Oct-Band Filters (from Kryter
and Pearsons, 1965).
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Stevens did not state what criterion to use for identifying the presence

of a tonal component. Thus, the same 3-dB criterion described above for

PNLC was applied to Stevens' correction procedure. Once identified, the

tonal component was removed from the spectrum by averaging thn levels of the

immediately surrounding third-octave bands. The Perceived Level is then

calculated by means of Mark VII for the toneless noise spectrum. The decibel

value of tbe tonal component is read from curves, as shown in Figure 12.

Although Mark VII was used in constructing the curves that provided the value

of the tonal correction, Stevens' correction can be applied to any one of

the descriptors dealt with in the present report. Once the tonal component

has been removed_ the particular frequency weighting or calculation procedure

is used to compute the predicted level of the toneless spectrum. Stevens _

tone-correction value in decibels is then added to that computed level.

The Stevens correction procedure differs from the FAR 3b and Kryter

and Pearsons [1965) procedures in two main respects. First, it includes the

level of the band containing the tone as an important determinant of the

value of the tone correction, and second, it omits any dependence of the

correction on the frequency of the tonal component. The Stevens procedure

also differs in that it is derived from basic psychoacoustic considerations

about the interaction between tone and noise end in that it includes an

explicit method for handling multiple tonal components,

The correction for multiple tones assumes that the tones may partly

mask or inhibit one another_ the more so the closer they are in frequency.*

*Unless the tones are in the same critical band, in which case they are

treated llke a single tonal component. Since a critical band is about as
wide as a thlrd-octave band, it would require an analysis finer than the

usual third-octave band snalysls to identify such closely spaced tones.
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Mark VII is used in conjunction wlth the mel scale of pitch to compute tile

amount of inhibition from lower to higher frequencies. Within each band,

the calculated inhibition, expressed in sones, is subtracted from the

perceived m_gnitude of a given tonal component, as determined by Mark Vll.

This value is then converted to Perceived Level in decibels which is used in

calculating the correction to be applied for that component. Pinallyj the

corrections computed for each component, after inhibition is taken into

account, are all added to the Perceived Level of tile toneless noise. As

with slngle tonesj this procedure can be applied to any of the descriptors

examined in the present report. Accordingly, the Stevens procedure will be

applied to eight descriptors, wltb special attention to Mark VII for which

it was primarily intended.

It must be emphasized that Stevens did not publish thls tonc-correctlon

procedure, developed in 1969 and 1970, and in all likelihood intended to

modify it before publication. Therefore, it is to be considered a tentative

model that may yield insights into just how and when to apply a tone correction.

4. Other Tone-Correctlon Procedures

A tone-correctlon procedure not evaluated in this report was proposed by

Wells (1969b) for use with his general annoyance-level (ANL) procedure

for assessing negative effects of noise. This report does not deal with

his procedure primarily because it has not been as widely discussed in the

literature as other descriptors have.
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Zwlckerls (1958) procedure may be clmsldered a torm-cLJrrectlon procedure

in thac it is designed to handle pure Lanes :Ind culshis_it_oElsof tones _lad

noise, wlth respect to loudness. Only in so far ,_s nolslnt_ss or averslveness

differs from loudness, would his procedure rcqulre a toi_ecorrection. Tables

Y and VlI do not contradlc_ such a posslbillty; Table VI.II lends some support

since, applied to spectra with tonal components_ Zwlcker's procedure was the

most variable (procedure) when annoyance or noisiness was judged, and was the

least variable when loudness was judged. Zwlcker's procedure h_ndles tones

on the sa,te basic principles of mutual inhibition that inapt'red Stevensfs

correction procedure,

5. Evaluation of Tone-Correctlon Procedures

Similar to the analysis by spectral shape in Section II, evaluation

of the relative effectiveness of the three tone-correctlon procedures describ-

ed above consists of two parts. First, tileeffect of the procedures on

the variability of predicting suhjectlve magnitude is assessed. Next, their

effect on differences between calculated and judged levels is examined,

a) Variability

Table Xlll shows the SDs for 260 spectra, some with and some without

tonal components, from six studies and subsets listed in column I, Table VII,

in which listeners judged an evaluative attribute (e.g., annoyance, unaccept-

ability). According to Table Xlll, the mean SD for Hark VII corrected by

Stevens's preliminary tone-correction procedure is larger than for Mark Vll

uncorrected. The outcome appears the same when the Stevens correction is

applied to the other seven descriptors, as shown in Appendix C. Similarly,

the FAR 36 (PNLC) and Kryter and Pearsons (1965) tone-correctlon procedures
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Table XIII. Effect on Standard Deviations of Three

Tone-Correctlon Procedure_, (SDs are
Riven _or Mark VI_ with and without the

Drelimlnary tone-correctlon procedure of

S,S. Stevens. SDa are also given (or
PNL with and without the FAR 36 corrections

listed under PNLC, and the proposed
correction by Kryter and Pearsona, listed

under PNLKP, Tonal components were present
in all the spectra or only in some.)

CaLculation Procedures

Mark VII
_tt_Ibute Number Tonal

Judged o_ Spectra Components Uncorrected Corrected PNL PNLC PNLKP

Evaluative Present Mean

SD (dB) 1.9 2.2 2,1 2.2 3.2
260 in .................................................

SD of

only some SDs (dB) 0.9 1,1 0,9 o.g 1.3

Evaluative Present Mean

SD (ds) 2.t 3.0 2.4 2.6 3,5
i and 314 in .................................................

SD of
Loudness all SDs (dB) 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.8
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inflate the SDs. Thus it appears that the tone corrections do not improve

the descriptors' predictability of the negative reactions to noises that

contain tonal components. If the correction procedures had worked, differ-

ences between noises with tonal components and those without should be reduced,

and the SD of a mix of both kinds of noise should become smaller after

correcting for the presence of tones. The failure of the three correction

procedures to decrease the SDs may be due to the inclusdon of many noises

below 80 dB (although none below 70 dB) where tonal components may he subJec-

tively less important than at high levels. Such a level effect would be

especially detrimental for Stevensls correction procedure which adds larger

corrections at low than at high noise levels. Nevertheless, in a separate

analysis, Ollerhead's (1971, 1973) 104 aircraft noises Judged for noisiness

were almost all above 90 dB sound pressure level_ and yet variability for

those noises also increased from about 3.9 dg to about 4.4 dBwhen either

Stevens's correetlon was applied toM ark VII, or the FAR 36 (PNLC) procedure

was applied to Perceived Noise Level.

Table XIII also shows that the correction procedures increase the vari-

ability for 314 spectra from 13 studies and subsets listed in column i, Table VI,

all of which eontalned tonal components. In some studies, an evaluative attri-

bute was Judged, in others loudness was Judged. Himlng the two types of

Judgments together may be part of the reason for the increase in variability

when a correction procedure is introduced. Further, the tone-correctlon

! procedures did not decrease the variability when applied only to tone-nolse
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complexes (n) with m.lt_ple te, nes, (h) w_tl_ tones at hi._;i_ ton,2-to-noise

ratlo_ (14 to 23 dB), (c) with tones at lower ratios (3 to 13 dB), (d) nt or

above an overa]l sn,lnd pressure level of R0 dB, or (e) w_th tones below 500 l]z,

or above 2000 {{z. These results nr_ indlc_ted in T_ble XIV.

b) Mean Differences Between Calculated ,qnd Ob_,erved l,evcls

If th_ tone-correctlon procedures do not reduce varlab[llty of the

descriptors, do they at least r_duce the discrepancy between calculated and

judged levels? Table XV shown the mean differences between calculated and

observed ]evels for 141 spectra with identified tonal components, from six

_tudies nnd subsets listed in column l_ Table XII. Oh._erved levels were

calculated according to Mark VII, with and without a tone correction, and

accord lag to the Perceived No_se Level (PNL), FAR 36 (PNLC), and ErFter and

Pe_rsons (I@65, PNLKP) procedures. If the required 8-dB constant is added to

the Mark VII values to make them 3.4 and 6.7 dB, respectively, then all three

tone-correction procedures increase the over-estimation of the measured

level. More _mportant, ti_e¢orrectlons also [stress0 the SDs of the mean

differences, thus indic_t_n_ that =nlculeted values v_ry more around their

means when corrected than when uncarrected. These 141 spectra included 81

for whleh loudness judgments were made and for whJcb n tone-correction

procedure may not he needed (see Tahle XI). A separate analysis was also

made in Table XI of the other 60 spectra, all from Ollerhead (1971, 1973).

_hose data did suRgeet that a tone correction of about 2 dB _ay be necessary

for judged noisiness.
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Table XIV. Effect of Multiple Tones, Tone-to-Noise Ratio, Sound Pressure

Level of Tone-Nolse Complexes Above 80 dB, and Tone Frequency
on Mean Standard Deviations in Decibels Produced by Three Tone-
Correction Procedures.

Calculation Procedures

Parameter Number of Mark VII

Assessed Spectra Uncorrected Corrected PNL PNLC PNLKP

Evaluation of

Multiple Tones 62 2.7 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.4

Effect of Tone-to-
Noise Ra_io

3-13 dB 47 1.6 2,2 1,7 1.9 [.6

14-23 d8 68 2.7 3.5 2.8 2.8 3.0

Effect of Overall

Sound Pressure
L_vel at or

above 80 dB 121 2.1 2,7 2.2 2.3 2.7

Effect of Tone

Frequency (Hz)

Tones at or

below 500 He 19 0.9 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7

Tones at or
above 2000 ltz 22 2.9 3.5 2.4 2.4 3.1



Table XV. Mean Differences (in Decibels) (Calculated Minus Observed

Levels for 141 Spectra with Tonal Components. Attributes

Judged: Loudness and Noisiness.)

Mark VII pNL PNLC PNLKP

uncorrected corrected

Means (dB) -4.6 -1.3 4.1 7.8 7.8

SD of Means (dB) 4.0 6.9 4.8 5.8 6.7
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The results in Tables Xlll, XIV, and XV do not necessarily mean th_it

the three proposed tone-correction procedures are basically inadequnto.

Host of the data used for an assessment of the descriptors, particularly

those used for Table XIV, are based on subjective judgments produced by

spectra from either Wells (1969a, 1970, 1972) or Ollerhend (1971j 1973).

As pointed out in part 2 of this section, as well as in Appendix A, the

inconclusive findings with respect to the need for a tone-correctlon are most

likely due to the dearth of relevant data. Before the tone-correction

procedures can be properly asBessed, a need for a correction must be clearly

demonstrated.

Ollerhead's (1971, 1973) study was the only one to provide differences

in level (relative to a specified standard) for a large group of noises

for wblch an avereive quality, and not loudness, had been judged, The

varlability of the d_fferences between calculated and observed levelsj like

the combined results in Table XV, did not decrease for Ollerhead's (1971,

1973) noises when the three tone-correction procedures were applled. _le

absolute dlscrepanclee did go down for Hark VII (and also Hark VI) corrected

by the Stevens-correctlon procedure, but by lees than 1 dB, from an average

overestimation of nearly 7 dB to around 6 dB. A reduction in the overeatlma-

tlon was unexpected since the correction procedure was designed to increase

ii the calculated values. Stevens's procedure, however, often results in a

decrease in _he calculated level, especially when the tonal components are at

low levels relative to a high-level noise as was the case with Ollerhead's

!:: (1971, 1973) sounds. On the other hand, PNLC and PNLKP overcorrected and

: increased the discrepancy between calculated and measured levels.
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6. Summary of Findings Relative to Tonal Components

The examination of large numbers of spectra with and without tonal

components lends only tentative support to the trends noted in the literature.

When the judged attribute is e{ther loudness or noisiness, tonal components

did not seem to add to the subjective magnitude of broad-band aoise for

Dti_Oll below 80 dg sound pressure level. Only when the noise was at a high

level (above about g0 dB overall sound pressure level), did the introduction

of tonal components appear to add to the averslveeess of the noise. Above 80

dB so,nd pressure level, the increase in noisiness ascribed to the presence of

tonal components is about 2 dB. No data seem to be available to adequately

a_seas the contribution of tonal components to the "absolute" magnitude of

judged annoyance or unacceptability.

Procedures in use or proposed to correct for the presence of tonal

components did not decrease the variability of Mark Vll and Perceived Noise

Level to which they were applied. The corrections also did not bring the

calculated levels closer _o the measured levels. Although a small correction

may be necessary for the presence of tonal components at high levels, the

procedures now available cannot be properly assessed until more data demons-

trating the need for a tone correction become available.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

_e present report is a continuation of an earlier report by Scharf, et.

al. (]977). _le present survey sought (i) to discover whether particular

noise descriptors (sound-level frequency weightlngs and various calculation

procedures) are more appropriate for certain types of spectral shapes than for

others, and (2) to determine just how important tonal components are in human

response to noise and how best to take tonal components into account.

The analysis of data by spectral shape provided a mixed outcome. Results

revealed little change in the standard deviations (SDs) of eight descriptors

(frequency ueightlngs A, DI, D2, and E, and calculation procedures Mark VI,

Mark VII, Perceived Noise Level, and Zwlcker's Loudness Computation) when more

than 600 sounds were grouped according to spectral shape instead of according

to cxperlmental study. Thus no overall advantage would accrue from regrouping

sets of data across studies on the basis of similar spectral shapes.

The re_atlve efficacy of the eight descriptors in terms of variability was the

same as in Scharf, el. al. (1977) whether the sounds were grouped by spectrum

or by study. Mark VI, Mark VII_ and gwleker's procedures were the least variable

and the A-welghtlng was the most variable (C- and g-welghtlngs having been ex-

cluded)--but the difference between the largest SD (2.8 dg for the A-welghtlng)

and the smallest SD (2.2 dB for Mark VI) was only 0.6 dR. floweret, although varla-

billty was not reduced when considered across all the nine spectral tategorles,

it was smaller across the eight descriptors for some categorima than for others.

An interaction between descriptor and spectral shape was found to be statistic-

ally significant at the .001 level. Despite this significant interaction, the

prcs=iL_ data do not reveal which descriptors are more suited than which others for
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specific spectral categories, Here judgments of sound annoyance and noisiness

are needed, partlcularly for categories 1 (negative slope), 5 (U-shaped),

7 (low-frequency peaks and valleys)_ g (mid-to-high frequency peaks and

valleys), and 9 (mixed peaks and valleys) using a known calibrated standard

before this question can be answered.

Results obtained with a known_ calibrated standard would provide

additional information that permits the computation of mean differences

as well as the standard deviations of the mean differences. Table IV showed

that regrouping data by spectral shape rather than by study resulted in

a larger reduction in both the SD and range of the mean differences for

the calculation systems than for the frequency-weightlng functions. In

fact, such a regrouping of data enlarged the variability produced by the

A-weighting. These results are in line with earlier findings (Scharf, eL. al.

1977) showing that the ads produced by the frequency-weightlng functions,

particularly the A-weightingj strongly depend on level whereas the calcula-

tion systems are leas sensitive to level effects. Taken together, the

results from this report and Scharf, st. el. (1977) argue for the use of a

calculation procedure such as Mark Vl to achieve a significant improvement in

predicting subjective magnitude from physical measurements. Further_ the

greater flexibility provided by the calculation procedures offers a distinct

advantage should such factors as tonal components and duration need to be

incorporated into these systems.
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A detailed analysis of over 500 spectra with and without tonal compo-

nents provided little evidence for the need for a tone correction. This

outcome would appear to be nt variance with previous conclusions in the

llterature. However, the nature of the studles evaluated was such as to

reduce the likelihood of showing any effect of tonal components. Many of the

studies requited loudness judgments or evaluative judgments at levels below

80 dB. Even those studies such as Ollerhead's (1971, 1973), which required

evaluative judgments at high levels, stressed noisiness as opposed to annoy-

ance. Studies by _erglund, et. al. (1975, 1976) suggest that at high

levels, noisiness and loudness are essentlally indistinguishable, whereas

annoyance may remain conslderably greater than both noisiness and loudness.

Subjects identify noisiness more as a characteristlc of the sound and annoy-

ance more as a description of their own general reaction to noise. The

presence of tonal components at high levels may affect judgments of annoyance

more than they affect either noisiness or loudness. However, no measurements

seem to be available of "absolute" magnitude of annoyance caused by souad

with _onal components. _*us Ollerhead's subjects would probably have given

i higher estimates of annoyance, had they been asked, than they did of nolsl-

ness when exposed to hlgh-level noise containing tonal components.

i Given the small effect of tonal components in the present group of

studies, the evaluation of three different tone-correction procedures, FAR

36 (1969), Kryter and Pearson's (1965) and Stevens's (1970) could not lead to

definitive conclusions about their relative merits. Nevertheless, none

of the three improved the effectiveness of tiledescriptors to which they were

applied; the variability and the discrepancy between calculated and judged

level mlther remained the same or increased. This disappointing outcome
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should reinforce the realisation that data ere needed on n large enough set

of sounds with and without tonal components to permit adequate evaluation of

tone-correction procedures. Special attention must be paid to the instructions

given to the subjects. The present report has tended to distinguish studles

on the basis of a simple dichotomy, between loudness and evaluative judgments

such as noisiness, unacceptability, and annoyance. This dichotomy was neces-

sitated by the nature of the studies investigated which usually mixed together

a number of adjectives _len giving instructions other than loudness. The

reports by Berglund, et. al. (1975, 1976) suggest that a careful distinction

should be made among loudness, noisiness, and annoyance in instructions. A

further important point is that most of the studies heretofore have used

psychophysical procedures that emphasise the overall level. Thus, observers

are asked to adjust one sound to be subjectively equal to another sound or to

report when one sound, presented at various levels, is subjectively greater

(or less) than a standard sound. Such a procedure is usually appropriate for

investigations of loudness but may inadvertently focus the subject on loudness

in a study that aims to investigate annoyance or even noisiness. Magnitude

eat imation has been used successfully for judgments of sound annoyance by

Berglund, at. el. (1975, 1976), Bishop (1966), Galanter (1978), Hiramatsu,

et. el. (1976), and Scherf and Horton (1978). By presenclng sounds with tonal

components at different tone-to-noise ratios, frequencies, and configurations,

an experimenter can obtain a fine grain scale of the relatlve annoyance of

various sounds. Such experiments would yield the kind of data needed to determine

when tonal corrections are needed and how best to implement them.
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APPENDIX A

CATEGORICAL ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO SPECTRAL TYPE

Introduction

Categorical analysis involved the identification and classification of

more then 600 spectra that were evaluated in a previous study (Scharf, Hellman_

and Bauer, 1977). The spectra were obtained from 23 studies that encompassed

a wide variety of natural and simulated noises. In addition to the identi_ica-

tlon and classlflcetlon of spectra, a stetlstlcel analysis of subjective

measurements produced by the noises in each spectral category and across

spectral categories was made based on four frequency weighting functions (A,

DI, D2, E) and four calculation procedures (Hark VI, Mark VII, Perceived

Noise Level, Zwlcker).

Procedure

The spectra were subdivided into the following nine primary categories:

(1) negative slope_ (2) positive slope, (3) broadband flat, (4) narrow band,

(5) O-shaped, (6) inverted D-shaped, (7) low-frequency peaks, (8) mld-to-

hlgh-frequency peaks, and (9) mixed peaks. In order to obtain a finer analysis

of the data, category l (negative slope) was further divided into two parts, and

category 4 (narrow band) was divided into three parts.

Each of the nine categories and subcategories is defined as follows:

(i) Negative slope - maximum energy located at low frequencies.

(A) Strong negative slope - greater than 5 dB per octave fall-off

of energy above approximately 500 Hz, but fall-off often

begins between 100 and 1000 Nz,
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(B) Slight negative slope - noise energy falls off from 3 to 5 dB

per octave above 500 H_, but fall-off often begins between

I00 and 1000 Hz,

(2) Positive slope - maximum energy located at high frequencies. Noise

energy falls off rapidly below 500 Bz, but often the fall-off begins

at higher frequencies.

(3) Broadband flat - spectral distribution of energy remains about the

same (_5 dB) across o band of frequencies st least two octaves wide.

(4) Narrow band - octave band or narrower.

(A) Noise band centered at frequencies below 500 Hz.

(B) Noise band centered at frequencies between 500 and 2000 Nz.

(C) Noise band centered at frequencies above 2000 Hz.

(5) U-shaped - noise energy reaches a maximum st low and at high fre-

quenciesj i.e.l the noise has a mld-frequency notch.

(6) Inverted U-shaped - noise energy falls off at low and at high

frequencies, i.e., the noise energy peaks over a broad range of

mid-frequencles.

(7) Low-frequency peaks - peaks and valleys in spectra (+5 dB) located

below 500 Ha.

(8) Mid-to-hlgh-frequency peaks - peaks and valleys in spectra (÷._5 dg)

located above 500 Hz.

(9) Mixed peaks - peaks and valleys in spectra (_5 dB) located at

frequencies both below and above 500 Us,

Table A-I shows the distribution of hoises according to spectral category

and type of noise. It is evident that the number of spectra are very unevenly
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TABLE A-I IDENTIFICATIONOF SPECTRAACCORDINGTO SPECTRALCATEGORYAND TYPE UF NOISE

................. Numberand Typeof Noise ...........................
TotalNumbe

Categor_ Aircraft Industrial Vehicle Household Artificial Miscellaneous of Spectra

IA - strong,negative 22 I_ IU B 6 64

IB - slight,negative 4 4 B

Z - positive 17 _ 2Z

3 - uroadaand,flat 3 b B

4A - narrowband, centered
below 5uu Hz 1_ lu

4B - narrowband,centered
between 5UUand BUUUHz 2_ _Z

4G - narrow bang, centered
abovez_u Hz IB IB

5 - U-shaped 6 b

b - invertedO-shaped 15 14 14 15 10 6B

? - low-frequency peaks
and valleys 5 lB 25 25 73

8 - mid-to-high frequency
peaks ana valleys 32 6 1BO 4 ZZZ

9 - mixed peaks and valleys 38 16 9 14 z7 ld4

TOTAL 112 55 24 33 3Z3 _ 633



divided according to categories. Categories ig (slight negative slope) and

3 (broadband flat) contain only eight spectra each and category 5 (U-shaped)

contains only six spectra. On tlle other hand, category 8 (mid-to-hlgh-frequency

peaks and valleys) has 222 spectra, and category 9 (mixed peaks and valleys)

contains 104 spectra. Together, categories 8 and 9 contain over half the total

number of spectra. Table A-I also provides a breakdown by type of sound

(aircraft, industriall etc.). The most striking concentration of spectral

shapes is in category 8 (mid-to-hlgh--frequency peaks and valleys) which

contains 56% of tile artificial spectra.

Evaluation of Subjective Measurements

A. Overall Evaluation

Within each spectral category noises were grouped according to whether

or not judged loudness levels were provided in the original study. I. those

studies where loudness levels were available, it was possible to calculate

for each spectral category both mean differences between predicted and

observed loudness levels as well as standard deviations (variability measure).

Whenever loudness levels were not available, only standard deviations computed

from calculated levels could he obtained. For every category of spectra eight

overall values based on four different frequency-welghtlng functions (A, DI,

D2, E) and four different calculation schemes (Mark VI, Mark VlI, Perceived

Noise Level, Zwlcker) were computed. The eight fu.ctions and schemes are

described in greater detail in Table II of Scharf, et___L,el. (1977).

Table A-2 shows the computations of standard deviations determined by

those studies that did not provide calibrated loudness levels. A total of

298 spectra from II studies listed in Table A-3 contributed to the values
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TABLE A-2 STANDARD DEVIATIONS (IN DECIBELS) COMPUTED FROM C;O_EDLATED LEVELS
(Valu_ were wei_h=ed within each category according to the number of spectre per study,)

Category Frequency We_ghtlng Calculation Procedure Number Number
A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI of Spectre of SDs

IA - strong, neg. slope 2.8 2.7 _.6 2.9 2.h 2.8 2.7 1.8 27 7

IB - sli_ht_ ne_. slope - 0 O

2 - positive slope 4.1 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.1 3,3 3.0 4.8 12

3 - broadband, flat . - 0 0

4A - narrow-band, low frequency 3.6 i,I 2.3 1.7 1.2 2.2 1.4 2.5 13 i

4B - narrow-band, mid frequency 2.& 2,2 2.3 1.7 2.0 2.3 2,2 3.0 tO L

4C - narrow bend, high fzequeRcy 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.2 1.8 1.9 3.0 5.0 12 1

5 - U-shaped - - - O 0

6 - inverted U-shaped 2.8 2.3 2.5 2.2 1,8 1,6 2.0 1.6 22 5

7 - low-frequency peaks
and valleys 1,5 1,5 1.5 1.6 1,2 1.0 1.3 1.1 53 6

$ - mid-to-high frequency
peaks and valleys 2.4 1,8 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.5 i06 6

9 - mixed peaks and valleys 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.8 2,0 2.1 1,9 2,5 _3 6

MEA_ (unweighted) (in decibels) 2.7 2.2 2.3 2.1 [,9 2,1 2,2 2,7 298 34



Table A-3 List of Studies that Contrlbuted to Table A-2

No. gDs/study Author Tent No. Spectra/study

2 Borsky 1974 10

3 Kryter 195g 13

1 Pearsons and Bennett_ part I 1969 30

1 Pear_ons and Bennett, part 3 1969 20

2 PeasonB and Wells 196g 3B

2 RobinBon and Bowsher 1961 3*

1 Wells (Aircraft) 1970 29

1 Wells (Unpublished) e.lg70 30

l Wells 300 1969 39

2 Wells 400 1969 58

1 Wells UHV ]972 25

*Same Bpectra judged twice_ once for loudnus_ and once for annoyance.
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shown £n Tnble A-?. None of _lle 1i s_udJe_ oon_ained _pectra for categories

IB (_li_h_ ne_o_ve _]oDe),' 3 (broadband flat), and 5 (U-shaped). Further,

w£ch _he _eept_na of the s_udy by Rab_naon and _owsher (1961) which _rovlded

bo_h equal-loudnass and equnl-_nnoyanee _udgmen_s, only equal-_nn_yanee _udg-

ment_ eould b_ obtained from _hls group of studles.

Ench value in Table A-2 is a weighted mean standard deviatlon. Th_ _sj

w_thln each category _he standard devi_ion_ for an indlvldu_l _tudy were

weighted _ceordln_ Co the number o_ spectra per study, The eri_erlon e_ab-

li_hed for £nclus_on of a grou_ of sounds w_s _ m_nimum of _hree _pec_ra per

study pe_ _e_ory. _oreover_ whenever _ _tudy cons_sg_d o_ _or_ _l_n o_e

experlmen_ s_nd_rd_ or group o_ _ounds_ _he standard devla_on _or e_ch

par_ was de_er_i_ed _epar_ely be_o_e _omDu_£ag the _e_gh_ed average _or _ha_

particular s_udy. This _dded eans_der_tlon is reflac_ed in _he coltunn in

Table A-2 labeled 'lnu_ber of standard deviations". Thereforep exeep_ for

ca_ogorles 2 (pos_ive slope) _nd 4 (narrow-band flosses), th_s number iB

lar_er _han the number of s_ud_es _h_t ¢on_rlbuted to _he Btandard deviation

for _ given e_egory.

The _ethod of avera_in_ the rasul_s _f a particular atudy m_y have an

important effect on the outcome, _hen a slngle overall _andard deviation

is _al_ula_ed acroas d_verse portions o_ _ s_udy, such _s differences in

_ro_edurea_ a_anda_ds, o_ _y_e o_ s_ec_ra (_tt_¢_a_ vetau_ natu_¢l aou_da)_

the Btandard devi_ion _s £nflated. In add£_ion to par_s I and _ of PearBon8

and Bennet£ (1969) _ha_ wa_e kep_ separate in the analysi_ undertaken by

_eharf, et.al_(1977)_ _he followlng studies were also divided into par_a:

Borsky (197_), _wo parts; grytar (1959), _hree par_s; Pear_ona and Wells

(1969), two parts; Wells 400 (1969), _wo parts,
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Finally, for each weighting or calculatlon procedure a mean standard

deviation (unwelghted) determined across categories is shown in Tahle A-2.

The mean standard deviations (unwelghted) and standard deviation of standard

deviations across spectral categories and flcroBs studies are presented in

Table A-4, The values calculated across studies were obtained fr_n those

values in Scharf, et, el. (1977) that contributed to the spectral an_lysls

shown in Table A-2,

Table A-4 shows that regrouping the noises according to slmiJar spectral

categories increases the mean standard deviations across weighting and

calculation procedures by an average of about O.l dg and decreases the stan-

dard deviation of standard deviatlons by an average of 0.2 dB. _lus, the

overall variability of these data is about the same whether they are grouped

according to study or according to spectral shape. However. regardless of

how these data are grouped, the A-weighting and Zwicker's scheme produce the

largest SDa and Mark VI produces the smallest ads.

_ore information from Table A-2 can be obtained by evaluating the

results category by category. The outcome of such an evaluation is s_.aarlzed

is Table A-5. According to Table A-5, of the nine categories for _llch

spectra ere available, the A-welghtlng as well as Zwicker's scheme produce

the largest standard deviation for flv_ out of nine categories. On the

other hcnd_ Mark VI or Mark VII yield the smallest standard devla_ions for

seven of nine categories, (See Section II, Table Ill for a discusslon of

the statistical analysis.)
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TABLE A-4

Mean Standard Deviations (iu decibels) and Standard Deviation o_ Standard

Deviations (in decibels) across Spectral Categories and across Studies
(for which loudne_s levels were not available)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZW1 N*

'Mean SD

(Unwelghted)
I) across spectral 2.7 2.2 2.3 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.7 12

categories

2) across studies 2.5 2.1 2.1 2.2 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.4 II

SD of SDs

I) across categories .78 .75 .60 .62 .58 .64 .63 1.2 12

2) across studies 1.0 .92 .88 .95 .78 .79 .90 1.4 ii

*Number of studies and parts ors number of spectral categories.
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TABLE A-5

Analysis of Standard Deviations (in Decibels) According to Cstegoriee
(Based on Calculated Levels)

Categor_ No. Spectra/No SDs Largest SD Smallest SD

1A 27/7 E Mark VI, 2wlcker

2 12/I A, Zwlcker Mark VI, PNL

4A 13/1 A DI, Mark VI

4B 10/1 . Zwlcker E, Mark VI

4g 12/1 Zw[cker Mark VI, Mark VII

6 22/5 A, D2 Mark Vll_Zwlcker

7 53/6 A, D2, E Mark YII,Zwicker

8 106/6 A, Zwlcker D2, E

9 43/6 Zw_cker D2, g
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Similarly, standard deviations were computed for each of tile nine spectral

categories using data from the 10 studies, listed in Table k-6, chat provided "

loudness levels,

The results ere shown in Table A-7, A total of 335 noises are distributed

across the nine spectral categories. More than one-third of the noises are

found in category 8 (mid-to-high-frequency peaks) and the lowest number are

found in category 4A (narrow band low-frequency noises).

Initially, standard deviations within a specific category were computed

across studies representing a wide range of loudness levels and mean differ-

ences. No attempt was made to group studies or spectra or to obtain an

actual weighted SD according co the number of spectra per study. This proce-

dure led to standard deviations as large as 6 dB for categories IA (strong

negative elope) and 9 (mixed peaks) and as large as 5 dB for categories 4B

(narrow band mld-frequencies) and 8 (mld-Co-high-frequencies). gy combining

data across studies and computing a single standard deviation the possible

effect of spectral distribution o£ energy on standard deviations is obscured

by the very large varlaClon among studies, A better assessment of variabillcy

within categories is achieved by first calculating the standard deviation for

each individual study or group of individual spectra, averaging these standard

deviations for all studies within a given category and then calculating a

weighted or unweighced mean across spectral categories, This revised pro-

cedure was used for determining the within category standard deviations shown

in Table A-7, For the same reasons, i,e,, to reduce to s minimum the wiChin

and between study variations, ic closely followed the procedure used to

describe the standard deviations indicated in Table A-2. The initial and
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TABLE A-6 List of Studies that Contributed to Table A-7

No. Spectra/Study Study Year

18 Berglund, et. al. 1976

105 Fishken 1971

I0 Jahn 1965166

8 Kryter and Pearsons 1963

31 LUbcke, et. al. 1964

30 Mollno 1976

37 Quietzsch 1955

24 Rademacher 1959

39 Spiegel 1960

33 Yaniv 1976
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TABLE A'7 STANDARD DEVIATIONS (in decibels) COHPUTED FRON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COHPUTEB AND OBSERVED LOUDNESS LEVELS

(Standard deviations were first computed within each study and Cben weighted within a category _ccordlng _o
the number of spectra.)

Weighting Scheme Calculatlon Procedure No.

Cate_or F A DI D2 B VI VII PNL ZNI Number SDs

IA- strong, neE . slope 3.8 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.1 2.6 4.1 3.1 37 5

IS - slight_ neE. slope 3.7 2.3 3.4 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.6 1.7 B 2

2 - positive slope 3.95 4.2 4.2 4.4 2.6 2.7 4.0 3.0 10 2

3 - broadband flat 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.3 2.0 2.1 3.9 2.2 8 2

4A- narrow-band, low freq. noises 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.6 5 I

4E - narrow-band, mid freq. noises 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.4 12 3

4C - narrow-band, high freq. noises 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.8 2.1 1.8 1.7 1.4 6 i

5 - U-shaped 3.7 4.2 4.1 4.0 1.7 2.0 3.5 2.5 6 2

6 - -shaped 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.9 2.9 3.2 2.8 46 7

7 - lo_£requency peaks 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.5 2.4 1.4 20 4

B - mid-to-high frequency peaks 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.7 2.7 116 12

9 - mixed peaks 1.8 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.2 61 15

Means (Unwelghted) (N = 12) 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.O 2.4 2.4 3.1 2.3 Total N=335 noises
(in decibels)

Means (Neighted according to
number of spectra )
(N ,. 335) 2,8 3.2 3,25 3.1 2.7 2.75 3.3 2.5
(in declbele)

Means in Schar£, et. a'l.Table II,
corrected re: Ap_'end"_D_ Toble D-I
(Eased on 20 studies) (in decibels) 3.05 2.65 2.73 2.63 2.26 2,22 2.6 2,



revised procedures were the same for calculating the standard deviations

across categories.

Each value in Table A-7 for a specific spectral category and weighting

or calculation scheme is a weighted mean standard deviation. Within each

spectral category individual standard deviations were weighted according to

the number of spectra per study, provided the study had at least three

spectra. In some studies, spectra fell naturally into groups according to

such variables as signal-to-nolse ratio or overall sound pressure level,

e.g., Lubcke, el. el. (1964), Spiegel (1960), Fishken (1971), and Yanlv (1976).

Standard deviations were then computed for each grouping within a study.

On the other hand, whenever the number of spectra par study fell below the

minimum number of three, the results of more than one study or overall sound

pressure level were combined to produce a single estimate of the standard

devlat[on. Hence, as in Table A-2, the numbers in Table A-7 in the column

labeled "number of standard deviations" do not necessarily reflect the number

of studies that contributed to the standard deviations for a given category.

For this analysis, the number of standard deviations is sometimes less than

the number of contributing studies.

Compared to the initial procedure (i.e. computing a single estimate of

the standard deviation across studies within a spectral category), the revised

procedure (i.e., taking into account standard deviations for individual studies

or groups of spectra within a category before averaging) reduced substantially

the standard deviations computed both within and across categories. Only for

categories 4A (narrow band low frequency) and 4C (narrow band high frequency)

that are based on one standard deviation do the initial and revised procedures

yield the same result. Within categories IA (strong negative slope), 4g
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(narrow band mld-frequency), 8 (mid-to-high-frequency peaks), and 9 (mixed

peaks), the revised procedure reduced tile maximum standard deviation to 4.0 dB.

The mean standard deviations (unwelghted) and standard deviation of standard

deviations calculated across categories according to both the initial and

revised within category procedures are indicated in Table A-8. Also shown

are the mean standard deviations (unweighted) and standard deviation of stan-

dard deviations calculated across studies. Those values were obtained from

the standard deviations in Scharf, et. al. (1977) that contributed to the

spectral analysis shown in Table A-7.

According to Table A-g, tile revised procedure reduces the mean standard

deviation across categories by an average of 0.8 dB for the four frequency-

weighting procedures and by an average of l.l dB for the four calculation

schemes. The mean standard deviation determined by the revised procedure is

about the same as the mean SD calculated across studies, but the SD of SDs

is about 0.2 dg smaller. Further, regardless of how these data are grouped,

the calculation schemes, with the exception of PNL, produce mean SDs about

0.5 dB smaller than the four frequency weightlngs.

A finer analysis of Table A-7 can be accomplished by examining the

results, spectral category by spectral category. The results are summarized

in Table A-9. In contrast to the results in Table A-5, the A-welghtlng fares

much better when loudness levels are provided. Only for categories IA (strong

negative slope) and IB (slight negative slope) does the A-welghtlng yield

tilelargest SDs. For category 9, involving 61 spectra with mixed peaks_ the

A-weighting produces the smallest SDs. On the other hand, the Of-, D2-, and

! E-welghtlngs produce the largest SDs for 6 out of 12 spectral categories.

Mark VI, Mark VII, and Zwleker calculation procedures perform about equally

f
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TABLE A-8

Comparison of Mean Standard Deviations (in Decibels) and Standard

Deviations of Standard Deviations (in Decibels) Across Spectral
Categories and Across Studies _Loudness Levels Provided)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A Dl D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI N*

Mean SD

(Dnwe_hted)

l)Across Oate_orles

Tnitial Procedure 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.6 12

Revised Procedure 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.4 2.4 3.1 2.3 12

2)Across Studies 3.2 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.9 2.3 16

(Based on I0 studies)

SD of SDs

l)Across Oategoriel|

Tnitial Procedure 0.9 1.I l.O 0.9 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.5 12

Revised procedure 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.7 12

2)Across Studies 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.2 0.85 I.I 1.2 1.0 16

(Based on IO studies)

*N _ Number of studies and parts, or number of spectral categories.

LEGEND:

Initial Procedure: Within a specific category a single estimate of the
standard deviation was computed across studies.

Revised Procedure: Obtained first the standard deviation for each individual

study or group of individual spectra and then obtained a weighted mean within
a category.
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Table A-9

Analysis of Standard Deviations (in Decibels) According to Categories
(Loudness Levels Provided)

No. Spectra/

Category No. SDs Largest SD Smallest SD

IA 37/5 A, PNL Mark VII

1B S/2 A Zwicker

2 10/2 DI, O2, E Hark VI, Mark Vll

3 8/2 PNL Hark VI, Mark VI,
Zwicker

4A 5/I Mark Vl, Mark Vlll DI, D2

4B 12/3 DI, D2, Mark VII Mark VI

4C 6/1 E Zwlcker

5 6/2 DI Mark VI

6 45/7 D2 Zwicker

7 20/4 PNL D1, E

8 116/12 DI, D2 Zwicker

9 61/15 PNL A
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well producing the smallest SDs for 5 out of 12 categorles. Mark VI and

Mark Vll calculation pracedures perform well for both groups of studies -

those that provided judged loudness levels and those that did not. (See

Sectlon If, Table III on the spectral categories for a dlscussioa of the

statistical analysis of these data).

In addition to an analysis of standard deviations within spectral cate-

gories, for those I0 studies that provided loudness levels it was also possible

to perform a within category analysis of mean differences between calculated

and observed levels. Table A-10 shows the results for each of the eight

frequency-welghting and calculation procedures and for the same 335 noises

upon which the standard deviations in Table A-7 are based. Each value for

a specific category and weighting or calculation scheme represents a weighted

mean difference. Within a category the mean differences for an individual

study were weighted according to the number of spectra per study. The mean

dlfferences calculated across categories, the standard deviations of the

means, and the range of mean differences for each weighting and calculation

scheme are also indicated in Table A-10*.

Table A-IO suggest8 that the A-welghting produces the largest mean

difference, the largest standard deviation, and the largest range of mean

differences. The smallest overall mean difference is produced by Mark VI

and Perceived Noise Level calculation procedures. Zwicker's procedure

produces the smallest standard deviation as well as the smallest range of

mean differeeces. The differences between Ewlcker's procedure and Mark VI

_Note that, whereas the means within categories are weighted values, the
means calculated across categories are unweighted.
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Table A-IO

CALCULATED MINUS OBSERVED LOUDNESS LEVEL (in decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure Number
Category A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI of _pectre

IA - strong, ne 8. slope -15.4 -8.2 -I0.0 -9.8 -2.5 -I0.I -2.6 +3.7 37

IB - slight, neE. slope -18.I -10.5 -11.7 -12.6 -6,5 -12.9 -5,1 -0,15 8

2 - positive slope -14,0 -5.8 -5.4 -6.8 -0.82 -9.3 -2,2 +4.0 I0

3 - broadband flat -16.7 -9.9 -10.O -Ii.9 -4.0 -11.4 -3,9 +I.I 8

4A - narrow-band, low freq, noises -11.5 -3.2 -5.6 -4.3 -2.9 -10.7 -2,1 -0.02 5

48 - narrow-bond, mid freq. noises -1.96 -0.83 -0.56 -1.46 +3.56 -4.65 +2.0 +6.7 12

4C - narrow-band, high freq. noises -9.9 -0.63 -0.47 -2.07 -0.27 -7.97 +1.2 -0.8 6

5 - U-ahaped -16.4 -7.95 -7.9 -9.25 -2.8 -10.6 -4.0 +0.1 6

6 - inverted U-shaped -13.6 -8.0 -8.3 -9.8 -2.9 -10.2 -2.6 +2.6 46

7 - lots-frequency peaks -10.4 -5.0 -6.0 -6.3 -0.8 -6.2 -2.7 ÷5.8 20

8 - mid to-hish frnquency peaks -4.8 -2.1 +2.1 -0.04 +5.1 -1.9 +5.7 +8.0 116

9 - mixed peaks -12.3 -5.9 -6.2 -7.8 +0.62 -6.7 -0,11 +3.9 61

TOTAL

Mnan (unwelghted) -12.1 -_.3 -5.8 -6.8 -1.2 -B.6 -I,4 +3.1 335

SD 4.8 4.0 4.3 4.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.0

Range 16 12.6 13.7 12.6 11.6 II.I 10.8 8.8



and Perceived Noise Level are so small that they are probably not statistically

significant. Moreover, in contrast to Table IV of Scharf, st. al. (1977) which

suggests that the standard deviation of mean differences across the same eight

frequency-weighting and calcul=tion procedures varies between 4 and 5 dB,

regrouping the data on the basis of spectral categories reduces the standard

deviation of means for the calculation procedures to an average value of 3.1 dB.

This value is about 1.2 dB smaller than the standard deviation of means computed

for the four frequency weightin_s. Due to the large differences in number of

spectra that contributed to the weighted mean differences among the nine spectral

categories, a meaningful, statistical analysis of these data could not be

accomplished. Nevertheless, they do suggest that regrouping the data into

similar spectral categories produces an advantage to the four calculation

procedures but not to the four frequency-weighting functions.

A more detailed analysis of Table A-IO can be obtained by evaluating the

results category by category, as summarized in Table A-If. Table A-II shows

that the A-weighting consistently underestimates the subjective magnitude of

noise for most categories of spectra, i.e., it produces the largest mean

difference for I0 out of 12 categories. For the remaining two categories

(4B, narrow band mid-frequency; 8, mld-to-hlgh-fraquency peaks), Zwicker's

procedure produces the largest mean difference. On the other hand, Mark Vl

produces the smallest _ean difference for six out of the 12 categories. The

results in Tables A-IO and A-II, together with the analysis of Tables A-2

and A-7j indicate that the current ANSI standard (1972), Mark VI, is probably

most generally suitable for predicting the 1oudness_or noisiness of noise,

despite the small differences between Mark Vl and the other descriptors

evaluated.
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Table A~II

Analys_s of A{_un Diffcre,ces According to CaLcgorics
(Lcud,_ss Levels Prov£ded)

No. Spectra/ Largest Sm_]llest

Category No. Mean Diffs. blean Dills. Menu Dills.

IA 37/14 A M_ick VI. PNL

I]_ 8/3 A Zwickcr

2 LO/4 A Mark VI

3 8/3 A Zwlck_r

4A 5/3 A Zwfcker

4B 12/8 Zw£cker DI, D2

4C 6/3 A Mark Vl

5 6/2 A Zwlckec

6 46/7 A Hark VI, PNL,
Zwfcker

7 20/5 A Mark Vl

8 |16/15 Zwlckcr DI, D2_ E

9 61/20 A Hark VI, PNL

!
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B. Effect of Tonal Components on Analysis of Categories 7, 8, and 9

The categorical analysis described in Section II also permits a preliminary

assessment of the need for a tone correction procedure to be applied to the

existing weighting and calculation procedures. Table A-I indicates that about

two-thlrds of the stimuli evaluated are contained within categories 7, 8, and

9 (low-frequency, mld-to-high-frequency, and mixed peaks, respectively). A

more detailed analysis of these spectra was performed to determine (I) what

proportion of spectra in each spectral category included tonal components,

(2) whether within a category those spectra with tonal components produce a

larger variability and larger mean differences than do those spectra without

tonal components, and (3) whether a specific frequency-welghting or calculation

procedure was more suited than another for predicting the perceived magnitude

of noise-tone complexes. Within each category, noises were grouped according

to whether or not loudness levels were provided in the original study.

Table A-12 and A-13 provide two sets of weighted standard deviations far

categories 7, 8, and 9; within each category one set of SDs is for spectra

that contained peaks and valleys both with and without tones, and the other

set for such spectra without tones. Category 9 in Table A-12 includes an

additional set of standard deviations with tones. The presence of tonal

components was based on criterion developed for the tone-correction procedures

described in section III.

Table A-12 and A-13 show that most of the sounds in categories 7 and 8

contained tonal components. Owing to the large differences in the number of

spectra in the total groups and the groups without tones, a comparison of

SDs is inappropriate. (The larger the n, the larger the SD tends to become.)
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Table A-12

Standard Deviations (in Decibels) Computed from Calculated Levels
for Categories 7, 8, and 9. (Loudness Levels not Measured in

Original Studies. Values were Weighted within Each Category
According to the Number of Spectra Per Study)

Frequency Weighting Calculatlon Procedure
Number

Category Spectra A D1 D2 E Vl VII PNL ZWZ

7 53 1,5 1.4 1,5 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.1
(with and
without tones)

7 1.65 1.1 1,4 1.2 0.6 O.d 0.5 1.1

(without Tones)

8 106 2.4 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.9 2,0 2.5
(with and
without tones)

20 1.7 1.S 1,8 1.6 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.4
(without tolms)

9 43 2.1 2,0 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.[ 1.9 2.6
(with and
wil;hou t tones)

* 21 1.3 1.1 1.2 0.85 0,83 0.95 1.0 1.4
J (without tones)

i * 1S 3.5 2.6 2,25 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.7
I

i (with tones)

_Two" spectra were not included in this analysis because the F did not satisfy
the criterion of at least three spectra per study required for computation
of a st.ndnrd deviation.
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Tabl c_ A-13

Stnndard D_vlations (in Declbel_) Comp.ted from _iI_f_renees
Between Com]lut:_d and Ol_s_rvo.d Lo.dn_ss Levo]s for Cal:egor]es

7, 8, nnd 9 (Values were Welght_d within Each Cat_gory
According _o th_ Number of Spectra Per S_udy)

Prequ_ney W_iglltlng Cnleulat[on Procedure
Number

Category Spcc_ra A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

7 20 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.5 2,4 1.4

(with and
without tones)

14 1.3 1.4 [.4 1.2 1.3 1.fi 2.4 1.7

(without ton_s)

8 116 3,0 4.0 4,0 3.7 3.2 3,4 3.7 2.7
(with and
witho.t tones)

lO 2.7 2._J 2.8 2.5 2.2 2.8 2.5 2,1
(without tones)

9 fil I.R 2,_ 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.2
(with and
without tones)

51 21 2.8 2.7 2.fi 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.4
(without tones)
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Only in category 7 for loudness levels (Table A-13) can a comparlson he mnd_,

and there the 14 spectra without tones tended to give sllghCly larger SOs for

5 of the 8 descriptors than did the 20 spectra with and without tones. Ho_

ever, the overall difference of 0.2 dB is not meaningful, Category 9 provides

a more even dlstrlbuClon for tho_e sounds judged with respect to an evaluative

attribute (Table A-12). There the SDs are larger by about 1.5 dB for the 18

sounds with tones than for the 21 sounds without. This finding suggests_

quite tentatively, th.t in judgments of noisiness, unsceeptabilltyj etc,, tonal

components may increase the variability of the deserlptors for spectra that

contain mixed peaks and valleys.
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APPENDIX B

"ANOMALOUS"DATA

The term anomalous data is used as short hand for the six studies in

Scharf, el. el. (1977) that produced the largest SOs (see Scharf st, a1.,1977,

Table II). A closer examination of those studies reveals characteristics

that distinguish them from the average of the 20 studies and especially from

those studies that yielded the smallest SOs.

Table B-I shows the standard deviations produced by the six anomalous

studies and those produced by all 20 studies. For every descriptor, the

average standard deviation from the slx studies is not only larger than from

the entire group of studies, but the disparity is larger by about 0.5 dB for

the Six weighting functions than for the five .calculation procedures.

Table g-2 provides a coaparieon between the six anomalous studies and

thc six studies that produced below average standard deviations. Values are

given for eight descriptors; B, C, and pNLC are omitted, the mean standard

deviation from the anomalous studies is about 2 dB larger than from the least

varlable studies. The average standard deviation for the weighting functions

is about 0,5 dB larger than that for the calculation procedures. An exmnlna-

tlon of the less variable sCudles show that they share the following charac-

terletics: a) the spectra tend _o be fairly homogeneous; b) the stimuli are

exclusively natural, as opposed Co artificial, sounds; c) the range of sound

pressure levels in a study is less than 25 dB; d) the standard devlaCioas are

based on a single set of measurements or experimental conditions.

On the other hand, those studies that produced unusually large sgs(
differed from the least varlable studies in at least one of the charecterlstica

r:

indicated below.
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Table B-I

Standard Deviations (in Decibels) from
Six Studies Yielding tileGreatest Variability

StUdF Frequency Weighting...... Calculation Procedure......
A B C DI D2 E VI VII PNL PNLC ZWI

Fishken (1971)
84/12" 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.9 3,9 3.6 2.9 2.8 8.8 3.6 2.5
21/3" 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.4 4,4 4.4 4.4 5.4 3.4 3.5 3.7

Pearso_s and Bennett

(part l, 1969)
30/30 4.3 4.5 4.7 3.5 3.7 3.3 2,8 2,8 2.9 2.2 3.7

Pearaons, at.a. l, (1968)
108/54" 6.5 5.1 5.3 2.5 2.8 3.0 2.2 2.2 3.0 2.6 2.1

Spieler (1960)
20/20 4.7 6.2 6.8 4.2 4.0 4.2 2.4 1.9 3.2 3.7 2.4
20/20 5.3 4.9 5.I 3.5 4.1 3.6 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.0

Quietzsch (1955)
27/27 4.2 4,4 5.7 4.0 4.3 4,2 3.1 3.2 4.0 4.2 3.3
10/10 3.8 6,3 7.0 3.3 2.9 3.8 2.5 2.5 2,6 2.8 2.5

Wells 300-400 (1969a)
300- 42/42 3.7 5.2 6.6 2.4 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2,4 5.3
400- 60/60 2.5 4,2 4.9 2.5 2.0 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.5 1.8 3.1

6 Studies
(N = I0) 4.2 4.8 5.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 2.8 2.8 3.1 3.0 3.2

20 Studies
(N " 28) 3.1 3.6 4.2 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.3 2,2 2.6 2.7 2.4

8charfj e_.a1.1977 Table II,
corrected re: Appendix D, Table I)-I

# The number _n front of the slash is the number of conditions (e.g. dif_erent sound
pressure levelsl instructions, etc.)

f#* N " number of standard deviations
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, Table B-2

Standard Deviations (in Decibels) from

Six Studies that Produced the Smallest Variability

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure

Study A DI D2 E VI VII PNI. ZWI

dahn (1965/66)

IO/10 1.3 1,2 1.3 1.2 0.9 0.9 1,0 0.8

Pearaona and Bennet_

(1969, part 3)
20/20 1.7 1,4 1,4 1.7 1,3 1.5 1,3 l,S

Robinson and Sowsher

(1961)
1.9 1.4 1.5 1.9 1,2 1.6 I.I 0.9

Wells (1970)
1.6 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.2 1,2 1.3 2.2

Wells (Unpublished)
(1970) i.i 1.3 1,3 I,I 0.9 0.9 1.2 l.l

Wells (UHV) (1972) 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.3 l.l 1.0 i,3 0.9

X 6 studies
(N = 6) 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3

X(N6=anomalOUSl0) studies 4.2 3.4 3.5 3.5 2,8 2,8 3.1 3.2

i
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Characteristics of Anomalous Studies

a) The spectra tend to be heterogeneous.

Pearsons, at. el. (1968, 1969)

Quietzach (1955)

Spiegel (1960)

b) The spectra include only artificial sounds.

Fishken (1971)

Pearsons and Bennett, Part I, (1969); Pearsons, at. el. (1968, 1969)

Spiegel (1960)

Wells 300-400 series (1969s)

c) The range of revels is large

Fiahken (1971)

Quietzsch (1955)

d) The standard deviations are based on more than one set of experi-

mental conditions or measurements.

Fishken (1971)

Pearsons, at. el. (1968, 1969)

These characteristics suggest under what conditions a Eroup of sounds

is likely to be less well assessed by the descriptors.

A detailed analysls of five of the six anomalous studies follows.

Spiegel (1960)

Spiegel's (1960) study illustrates how averaging data produced by

heterogenous spectra inflates standard deviations. Spiegel studied 20

noises distributed across six spectral categories (2 (positive slope), 4A

(narrow band low-frequency), 4B (narro w hand mld-frequency), 4C (narrow band
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high-frequency), 5 (U-shaped) and 6 (inverted U-shaped)). Measurements were

made at two loudness levels_ 64 pbons and 85.5 phons. The standerd devlations

computed separately for each spectral category produce an average value

smaller than the single standard deviation computed for all 20 noises, as in

Table B-l. Table B-3 presents a re-evaluatlon of Spiegel's study. Both sets

of mean standard deviations, weighted and unweigbted, ace considerably smaller

than the overall mean standard devla_ions shown in Table B-I.

8ecomputlng tbe mean differences between observed and calculated loudness

levels by first calculating tile means for a given category and then computing

the overall means only sligh_ly reduces the overall mean differences.

Wells 300 series (1969a)

The measurements by Wells provide another example of the way in which

homogeneous grouping of spectra can reduce SDs. Wells's 300 series comprised

mainly octave-band noises both with and without tones. The large SDs in

Table B-I can be ascribed to heteroge_eity of spectra both across and within

categorles.

The first source of varlabillty can he reduced by computing the SDs

separately for each spectral category before obtaining the overall average

standard deviation. Table g-4 shows that the mean standard deviations

(weighted or unweighted) computed across categories _re smaller by about

0.5 dB than the prevloualy determined average values. The A-welgbtlng and

ZwlckerPs procedure show the largest reductions. The A-welghtlng does least

well for narrow-band s low-frequency noises, and Zwlcker's procedure is poorest

for narrow-band, hlgh-frequency noises, Further, with the exceptions of the

A-welghtlng, Mark VI s and Mark VII, the SDs tend to be larger for category

4C which consists of high-frequency noises than for categories 4A and 4g.
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Table g-3

DpLegel Study (S_andard Davlations in Decibels)

Freque_lcy Weighting Calculation Procedure
A D[ D2 b." V_ VII PNL ZWI

CAT. LL N

2 64 2 0.31 0.51 0.47 0.46_ 0.54 0.0] 0.25 0.45

2 85 2 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.0

4a 64 2 0.58 0.41 0.53 0.44 0.60 0.70 0.25 0.20

4a 85 2 0.84 1.0 0.88 0.97 0.89 1.06 1.34 1.49

4b 64 3 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.5 1.65 1.60

4b 85 3 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.2 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.2

4c 64 2 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 3.1 2.2 3.4 1.4

4c 85 2 0.21 0.25 0.31 0.43 0.22 0.55 0.33 2.0

5 64 3 4.3 4.7 4.7 4.6 2.6 2.5 4.5 3.4

5 85 3 3.1 3.6 3.5 3.3 0.72 1.4 2.5 1.5

6 64 4 3.5 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.7 1.9 2.4 2.7

6 85 4 6.1 4.0 5.1 3.8 3.7 3.7 4.1 4.0

(N=32)

Xj unwelghted across categories

64 16 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4 1.8 1.5 2.1 1.6

85 16 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.0

X_ welgb_ed across categorie_

64 16 2.6 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.6 2.2 1.9

85 16 2.8 2.4 2.1 2.3 1.7 1.9 2.3 2.3
..................................... ...................................

X, from Table D-I

64 20 4.7 4.2 4.0 4.2 2.4 1.9 3.2 2.4

85 20 5.3 3.5 4.1 3.6 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.0
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Table B-6

Wells 300 Series (StandarA Devlat_ons _n Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N

Category
4a 13 3,6 l,l 2.3 1.7 1.2 2.2 1.4 2.5

4b tO 2.4 2.2 2.3 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.2 3.0

4c 12 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.2 1.8 1.9 3.0 5.0

SD

(unwelghted) 2.9 2.2 2.5 1,9 1.7 2.1 2.2 3.5

SO

(weighted) 3.0 2.1 2.5 1.9 1.6 2.1 2.2 3.5

from Table B-I

42 3.7 2.4 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.2 2,3 5.3
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A further reduction in standard deviations can be obtained by subdividing

spectra within a category into two groups, one with tones and another without

tones. '[_e results of this analysis for an arbitrarily chosen subgroup of 20

of Wells's spectra are presented is Table g-5 together with an analysis of

results for categories 4A and 4C. The overall analysis shows that, for seven

out of eight descriptors, spectra with pure tones produce larger standard

deviations than spectra without tones. Similarly, for categories 4A and 4C

the presence of pure tones enlarges standard deviations for six of the elgbt

descriptors.

Wells 400 series (1969a)

The Wells 400 series can be analyzed in the same way as the Wells 300

series. Wells's 400 series consisted mainly of broadband noises that con-

tained either single or multiple pure tones. Of the 60 noises, 57 fell into

categories 7, 8, and 9 (low-frequency, mld-to-high-frequency, and mixed peaks,

respectively). The relatively l'arge SDs in Table B-I can be ascribed to the

presence of multiple and single pure tones as well as to the heterogeneity of

spectra across categories. It is posslble, for example, to subdivide the

spectre of the Wells t 400 series into two groups, one that consisted of noise-

tone complexes with single tones and another that consisted of noise-tone

complexes with multiple tones. The results of this analysis for six spectra

that contained multiple pure tones and for 12 arbitrarily chosen spectra that

contained single tones ate shown in Table B-6. With the exception of Zwlcker's

procedure, the presence of multiple pure tones produces larger calculated SDs

than the presence of single tones.
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Table B-5

Wells 3001Ser_es Comparison of SDs (In Decibels) Produced by
Oc£ave-Band Noises With and Without Tones

Frequency Welgh£1ng Calcula£1on procedure
A D1 D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N

With Tones 9 5.2 2.9 3.8 2.5 1.3 2.8 3,2 6.2

Without Tones II 3.5 1.6 2.5 0.9 2.2 1.8 1.9 3.9

Cat. 4A
With Tones 4 5.5 0.7 3.1 2.4 0.24 2.9 0.5 2.8

Without Tones 3 3.4 0.3 1.7 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.7

Cat 4C

With Tones 3 2,8 4.8 5.0 3.5 1.4 3.4 4,9 7.0

Without Tones 3 3.4 2.1 1.9 .94 1.6 1.0 1.6 3.3
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Table B-6

We]is 400 Series, Comparison of SDs (in Decibels) Produced by
Wide-Band Noises with Single and wltb Multiple Pure Tones

Frequency Weighting Cnlculatlon Procedure
A D1 D2 E V1 VII PNL ZWI

N

Single Tones 12 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.2 1,6 1.6 1.5 2.0

Multiple Tones 6 2.7 3.6 3.0 3.5 2.0 2.3 2.g l.B

(Weighted) 18 2.0 2.1 1.8 2.0 1,7 1.8 2,0 l.g
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The variability across eate_orles can be reduced by computing tile stan-

dard devlatlon for each category separately before comp.tlng the overall SD,

Table n-7 shows the results of this analysis as well as tile previously calcu-

lated estimate of the standard deviation for the Wells 400 series. Two features

of Table B-7 are of interest. First, the calculation of a slngle estlmat,, of

the standard deviation across diverse portions of s study enlarges slightly

the standard deviation. Second, as suggested by the WelIB 300 aeries, those

spectra that only contain low-frequency tonal spikes produce smaller standard

deviations than do those spectra that contain tonal spikes above 500 Hz. The

A-weighting and Zwlcker's procedure produce the largest standard deviations

for category g (mld-to-hlgh-frequency peaks), and gwicker's procedure also

produces the largest standard deviation for category 9 (mixed peaks).

Quletzsch (1955)

Quietzsch's results cannot be analyzed in the same straightforward

manner as those of Spiegel or Wells because his noises varied widely in

spectral shape as well as in amplitude. The 37 noises varied from 47 to

98 dB overall sound pressure level and 49 to 106 phons loudness level. Thus,

categorizing the sounds according to spectral shape end computlng the standard

deviation separately for each category has only a small effect on the overall

mean standard deviation. In order to evaluate Quletzach's results it la

necessary to determine more exactly the effect of sound pressure level

on standard deviations. However, his results have tea few nolses at each

level to make this determination. The specific effect of sound pressure

level on SDs will be demonstrated in the section on F_shken's measurements.
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Table B-7

Wells 400 Series (Standard Deviations in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E VI Vll PNL ZWI

N

Category
7 18 1.8 2.2 1.8 2.2 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.3

8 36 2.8 2.1 ].8 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.0 3.2

9 3 1.9 2.8 1.8 3.3 3.4 4.2 3.4 4.7

SD

(Unwelghted) 2.2 2.4 1.8 2.6 2.4 2.7 2.3 3.1

SD
(Weighted) 2.4 2.2 1.8 2.3 2.1 2.3 1.9 2.7

from Table g-I 60 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.5 3.1
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Pearaons and Bennett (1969)

Pearsons* and Bennett's data, part I, produced above average standard

deviations whereas part 3 produced below average standard deviations. The

range of noise levels in parts I and 3 is nearly the same, and tim noises

are distributed among the same number of spectral categories. Pares I and

3 appear to differ only in that Part I consists exclusively of artificial

noises _lereas part 3 consists exclusively of natural noises,

Table B-g shows that artificial noises produced larger SDs than did natural

noises. In addition, consistent with the results of the Wells 300-400 series,

those spectra that contain only low-frequency tonal spikes produced the lowest

SDs.

Further evidence the' .w-frequency tonal spikes produce smaller standard

deviations than mixed low- ao a hlgh-frequency spikes can be ohtalned from a

wlthln-category analysis of spectra from Pearson$ and Bennett part l, category

2. The 12 spectra in this category of noises Cbat produced a positive slope

were divided into two equal subgroups. One group consisted of six noises

that contained a low-frequency Canal spike while another group consisted of

six noises that contained both a low- and a hlgh-frequency tonal spike. The

standard deviations were computed separately for each group. The results are

indicated in Table B-9.

Table g-9 shows that, except for the A-welghtlng, those noises with low-

frequency spikes produce smaller standard deviations than those noises with

low- and hlgh-frequency spikes. The largest difference in standard deviation

beCween tile two groups is produced by the Perceived Noise Level procedure.

Table B-9 also shows that the computation of a single standard deviation

acorns diverse portions of a study wichin a category enlarges the mean stan-

dard deviation by about 1.5 dB.
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Table B_8

Pearaona and Bennett ($tal_dard Deviations in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
N A DI D2 E Yl VII PNL ZWI

Category

6D pant 1 7 3.8 2.8 3.2 2.5 1.8 1.6 2.2 1.5

6, part 3 5 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.8 I.I 0.9

7, part 1 5 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.0 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.5

7, part 3 2 1.5 0.05 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.09 0.7

9, part 1 6 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.1 2.9 3.5 3.1

9_ part 3 6 1.5 L.l 1.1 1.0 1.5 i.6 1.3 2.5

. , ,,. ,
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Table B-9

Peereens and Bennettp Part I (Standard Deviations in Declbels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A Vl D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N

Cate_ery 2

GroupI
Low-frequency
spikes 6 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7

?
Group II
_queaey
spikes 6 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.1

2,15 2.05 2.0 1.95 1,7 1.75 1.9 1.9

Single SD
computed
aeroos category 4.1 3.3 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.0 4.0
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The standard deviations across weighting and calculation procedures for

Pearsons and Bennett, part I. may be reduced about l.l dB by computing the

standard deviation for each of the four spectral categories separately

before computing a mean SD across categories. This procedure also reduces

the overall SDs produced for Pearsons and Bennettj part 3, but the decrease in

standard deviations is smaller than for part I. Nevertheless, the discrepancy

between the standard deviations produced by parts I and 3 remains about 1.2 dB,

suggesting that the difference in SDs produced by artificial and natural noises

is not easily eliminated.

Fishken (1971)

Fisbken measured the overall loudness of broadband noise with tonal spikes

in two separate series of experiments. In the first series, the overall SPL

of the tone and noise was held constant at one of seven overall sound pressure

levels between 30 end 90 dB. At a given overall sound pressure level, both

the frequency of the tone or tonal complex and the tone-to-noise ratio were

varied. Four different tones or tonal complexes were combined with three

different tone-to-noise ratios so that a given experimental session consisted

of 12 different tone and noise combinations. The second series of experiments

by Fishken consisted of three parts. In each part the tone-to-nolse ratio and

the frequency of the tonal complexes were held constant bat the overall sound

pressure level of the tone and noise was varied in lO-dB steps over a range

of seven levels between 30 and 90 dB. The frequency evaluations for tonal

complexes concern those measurements of a pair of 500-Hz and 2000-11n tones

added to a broadband noise. The results of both series are evaluated with

respect to each of the following variables: a) frequency of tone_ b) tone-to-noise

ratio, c) overall sound pressure level of the tone ned noise complex.
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a) Frequency of Tone

The analysis of results by Wells (1969a) and by Pearsons and Bennett

(]g69) which were based on annoyance jud_ents showed that the presence of

low-frequency tonal spikes produced smaller SDB than the presence of high-

frequency spikes. A reevaluation of tilefirst series of experiments by

Fishken {1971) indicates that loudness judgments produce a similar outcome.

Two sets of standard deviations were obtained, one that omitted the 500-Hz

data and another that omitted the 4000-IIz data. These results are ahowm in

Table B-10 together with the standard deviations previously calculated (see

Table II, Scherf, et. el. 1977 and Appendix D, Table D-I, this report) for

the entire group of 84 stimuli. To minimize the possible effect of sound

pressure level on 5Ds, each value was obtained by first computing the SD at

each level and then averaging the results across levels.

Table B-10 euggests that, unlike the results of the Wells (1969a} 400

series based on annoyance judgments, the gDs produced by the A-weightlng

and Zwlcker's procedure do not depend on sound frequency when results are

based on loudness judgments, Five procedures (D1, D2, E, Mark Visaed Per-

ceived Noise Level), however, do appear sensitive to a hlgh-frequency spike,

lee., the SDs are reduced when the 4000-Hz data are omitted suggesting that

the presence of a 4000-1Iz tone inflates the 5Do. The opposite occurs for

a tone at 500 Hz. With the exception of the A-weightlng and Zwicker's

procedure, the SDs produced by the remaining six procedures are larger when

the 500-Hz tone is ommltted. The results at 500 Hz suggest, in agreement

with the outcome for annoyance, that the presence of a 500-Hz tone decreases

the overall standard deviations.
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Table B-IO

Fishken (First Experimental Series), Effect of Frequency of
Tone on Standard Deviations (in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A Dl D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N

SD Seherf,

, et.al,,1977
(Corrected)
Table II 84 2.7 3.9 3.9 3.6 2.9 2.8 3.8 2.5

SD without

4000-Hz Tone 63 2.8 3.3 3,2 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.5 2.9

SD without
500-Hz Tone 63 2.8 4,4 4.4 4.0 3,2 3.2 4.3 2.7
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The variability of loudness _udgraents produced by tone and noise does

not show directly how tilepresence of a tone may alter the overall judgment

of loudness. To answer this question, it is necessary to examine mean differ-

ences between predicted and measured loudness levels. Therefore, mean differ-

onces= computed for the same series of measurements that contributed to Table

B-]O, are shown in Table B-If.

According to Table B-If, the mean differences calculated by gwicker's

procedure are independent of frequency. Moreover, a tone at 500 Rz heard

tn_ether with noise has very little effect on tilecalculated mean differences,

whereas the removal of a 4000 Hz tone has a more noticeable effect. When

the 4000 Rz tone is omitted, the mean differences approach zero more closely

for the DI and D2 frequency-welghtlng functions and for the Mark VI and

Perceived Noise Level calculation procedures. Taken together, SDs and

calculated mean differences show that, except for gwlcker's procedure, the

descriptors predict results leas well when a 4000 gz tone is added to broad-

hand noise than when a 500 Hz tone is added.

b) Tone-to-Nolse Ratio

The available evidence (Little_ 1961; Pearsons, et. al,l , 1968) suggests

thatj when single and multiple tones are introduced into bands of noise at

tone-to-nolse ratios of +15 dB and greater, the sounds become more annoying

than the perceived level predicted by any frequency-welghtlng or calculation

scheme. The same 84 atlmull of Fishken (197|) were regrouped to determine

whether this effect of tone-to-nolse ratio on annoyance also obtains for

loudness. Table B-12 shows the effect of tone-to-nolse ratio on calculated

SDs and Table B-13 shows the effect on mean differences.
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Table B-II

Fishke. (First Experimental Series)
Effect of Frequency of Tone o. Mean Differences

(Calculated Minus Observed Loudness Levels, in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N
Mean Differences

Seharf, et,al.,
1977 (Tab--[e--fv) 84 -4.8 +2.1 +2.0 +0.3 +4,9 -1.9 +5.5 +7.8

Mean Differences
without

4000-Hz Tone 63 -5.2 +0.7 +0.6 -0.9 +4.1 -2.6 +4.2 +7.8

Mean D_fference8

without

500-Hz Tone 63 -4.6 +2.5 +2.4 +0.5 +5.4 -1.8 +5.9 +7.8
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T_b[e n-12

Fishken (Firs_ Experimental Series)
Effect of Tone-to-Nolse Ratio on Standard Deviations (in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculatlon Procedure
A D1 D2 E, VI Vll PNL ZWI

N

SDs Scharf,

et.al.,1977,
-'--_-CorYected) 84 2,7 3.9 3.9 3.6 2.9 2.8 3.8 2.5

Table II

SDs

T2N ratios of
-5 and +5 dB 56 2,0 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.0 3.0 1.9

SDs

T/N ratios of
+15 dB 28 2.0 5,5 5.5 4.4 3.7 4.0 5.2 4.0
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Table B-13

Fishken (First Experiment_Ll Series)
Effect of Tone-to-Noise Ratio on Heart Differences

(Calculated Minus Observed Loudness Levelsj in Decibels)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E Vl VII PNL ZWI

N

Mean Dills.

Scharf, e_.al.j
1977, Table IV 84 -4.8 +2.1 +2.0 +0.3 +4.9 -1.9 +5.5 +7,8

Mean Dills.

T/N Ratios of
-5 and +5 dB 56 -6.0 +1.3 +I.1 -0.9 +4.0 -2,5 +4.7 +7.8

Mean Dills.
T/N ratio of
+15 dg 28 -2.1 +3.9 +3.9 +2,5 +6,5 -0.80 +6.9 +7.7
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The overall SDs are reduced by about 1.0 dB by omitting those stimuli

that produce tone-to-nolse ratios of +15 dB. A tone-to-nolse ratio of +15 dB

inflates the SDs for all descriptors except the A-welghting.

In contrast to the data for annoyance, Table B-13 shows that a tone-to-

noise ratio of +15 dB produces an overestimation of perceived loudness level

(not an underestimation). Only Zwicker's procedure does not overeatlma£e at

+15 dB more than at lower tone-to-noise ratios.

e) Overall Sound Pressure Level of Tone and Noise Complex

A striking reduction in standard deviations is obtained by omitting those

data for noises at 30 and 40 dB sound pressure level. With the exception of

Mark VII and Zwicker's procedure, none of the weighting or calculation proce-

dures was designed to assess loudness below 40 dB sound pressure level. There-

fore, the use of these procedures for calculating the loudness of noises at

low sound pressure levels is not entirely justified.

Table B-14 gives the mean SDs calculated on the basis of sounds at all

sound pressure levels from 30 to 90 dB (from Table IV of Seharf, st, al_t.,

i 1977) and on the basis of only those sounds between 50 and 90 dB. The SDs

for the four frequency weightlngs go down dramatically from an average of

2.9 dg to 0,21 dB. The SDs for the four calculation procedures go down from

2.0 dg to 0.9 dg. Variability also went down quite a bit for Fishken's

second experimental series when the two lowest levels were ommltted.

The overall sound pressure level of the tone end noise complex also

modifies the difference between predicted and measured loudness levels.

Table g-15 provides an example from the second aeries of measurements by

Fishken for a constant tone-to-nolse ratio of +15 dg. The dlscrepency
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Table g-14

Fishken: Standard Deviations (in Decibels) with and without

Low Sound Pressure Levels. First Experimental Series

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure
A D1 D2 E VI VII PNL ZWI

N

Mean SDs from
Scharfj et.ol.,
1977 Tabl'_"_" 84 2,5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 3.3 1.1 1.4
(30 to 90 dB SPI)

SV Means with-
out 30 _nd 40

d_ overall 60 .21 .21 .20 .21 I.I 1.2 0.35 1,0

sound preaaure
level
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Table B-15

Mean Differences (in Decibels) from Fiehken's Second
Experlmental Series as a Function of Loudness Level

(Tone-to-Nolse Ratio +15 dB)

Frequency Weighting--- Calculation Procedure---
A 01 D2 E VI VII* PNL ZWI

OASFL

90 +0.5 +7.0 +7.2 +3.4 +7.4 -0.8 +10.4 +8.0

80 -0.9 +5.5 +5.6 +2.0 +5.9 -2.3 +9,1 +8.1

70 -2.0 +4.4 +4.5 +0.9 +5.5 -3.0 +8,0 +8.0

60 -0.5 +6.0 +6.1 +2.6 +8.2 -0.4 +9.5 +10.1

50 +2.2 +8.5 +8.6 +5.2 +11.1 +3.1 +11.6 +12.1

40 +5.5 +11.8 +11.9 +8.4 +14.0 +6.5 +14.1 +14.2

30 +10.3 ,16.6 +16.7 +13.2 +17.7 +9.6 +17.8 +17.0

emote that Mark VII are unadjusted values.
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APPENDIX C

$TEVENS'S TONE CORRECTION -- 1970 PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL

Stevens's tone correction may be added to any of the descriptors examined

in this report, However, the spectrum must be smoothed; that is, the tonal

component or components removed, before the descriptor is calculated for the

noise. Then the tone correction in decibels calculated according to Stevens's

procedure is added to the descriptor's value, Since the correction worked

poorly when used with Mark Vl_ for which it was intended, it is not surprising

that it fares no better with the seven other descriptors as shown in Tables C-I

and C-2 for SDS. and in Table C-3 for mean differences.

Table C-I

Standard Deviations (in Decibels) for 314 Spectra from
13 Studies with Tonal Components Listed in Column I, Table VI.

(SDs are Given for Each Descriptor with and without a Correction,
Based on Preliminary Tonal-Correction Procedure of S.S. Stevens,

Added to the Raw Descriptor Value. Means were not Weighted
According to the Number of Contributing Values.)

Frequency Weishtlng Calculation Procedure
A DI D2 E Vl . Vll P.NL ZWI

Menn SD

Uncorrected 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.3

Corrected 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.0

SD of SDs

Uncorrected 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.2 l.O 1.1 1.2 1.4

Corrected 1.8 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
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Table C-2

Standard Deviations (in Decibels) for 260 Spectra from 6 studies with
and without Tonal Components Listed in Column I, Table VII.

(SDa are Given for Each Descriptor with and without a Correction

Based on Preliminary Tonal-Correction Procedure of B.a. Stevens,
Added to the Raw Descriptor Value. Means were not Weighted

According to the Number of Contributing Values.)
(Attribute Judged: Annoyance_ Unacceptability, etc.)

Frequency Weighting Calculation Procedure

A D1 D2 E.... VI VII pNL ZWI
Menu SD

Uncorrected 2.5 2.0 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.8

Corrected 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.6

SD of SDs

Uncorrected 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.5

Corrected 1.4 i.I 1,2 i.i l.O I,i 1,3 1.5
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Table C-3

Mean Differences (_n Decibels) (Calculated Hinus Observed Levels)
Differences are Given for Levels Calculated Without and With

a Tonal Correction Proposed on a Preliminary Basis by

S.S. stevens. Based Upon 141 Spectra from 6 Studies with
Tonal Components Listed in Table XI[, Column I

Frequency welghtings

A DI D2 - Z VI VII PNL ZWl
'Hean of Mean
Differences

Uncorrected -7.7 -I.0 -1.5 -2.9 2.9 -4.6 4.i 7.1

Corrected -5.6 1.6 1.3 -0.2 5.9 -1.3 6.9 I0.7

SD of Means

Uncorrected 4.7 4.9 5.0 4.6 4.0 4.0 4.8 3.3

Corrected 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.2 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.6
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APPENDIX D

ERRATA AND ADDENDA TO SCHARF, ET. AL. (1977)

l. Errata

Several computational errors were noted in four Table_ shown in Scharf,

el. el. (1977). Although these corrections do not change the overall tnter-

pretatlon of results in that report, the revised Tables are included herein.

Table D-I (Corrected Table II of Scharf, el. el.): A computational

error was noted £n llne 3 based on some of Fishken's data. This correct/on

produced a small change in the mean SDs and in the SD of SD_ across the ll

descriptors.

Table D-2 (Corrected Table IV): Computational errors were noted in

Iine I, based on the Berglund, st. al. data, in llne 2, based on some of

Fishken's data_ and in llne 8. based on the data by Mollno. These correc-

tions produced small chan_es in th_ calculation of the mean o_ the mean

differences and tn the SD of the means for the c- and D-welghtlngs and for

Mark VII, pNL, and PNLC.

Table D-3 (Corrected Table V): The computational changes made An

Table D-I resulted in small changes in the values of the SDS in llnea lj 7,

9, and 13.

Table D-4 (Corrected Table VI): The computational changes made in

Table 19-2 resulted in small corrections to the values of mean differences

in lines I and g.

2. Addenda

A repeated-measures analysts of variance (ANOVA), treating _tudles llke

subjects, was performed on the data in Table II of Scharf, et. el. (1977)

D-1
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Table D-I. Variability of Calculated Levels of Noise by Study
(Standard Deviations in Decibels Computed Either from the Calcula=ed Levels of a

Group of Sounds Judged Subjectively Equal or from the Differences Between Calculated
and Judged Levels. The Smaller the Standard Deviation, the Closer the Scheme Comes
Co Predictisg the Subjective Equality of a set of Sounds)

NUMI_£R MARK

STUDy N/n OBSENVE_S A 8 C D] 02 E VI VII PNL PNLC ZWI

_eTRI u.J, e_.a_L ]B2_ 30 4.6 4._ 4,6 4.6 4.6 4.6 3,8 3.9 _.6 5.6 3,7

Borlky 1321]" 31Q 3.6 3,U 2,H 3.J 3,5 3,3 3,O _,O 3,8 4,2 3.4

Flsken 84212" 12 2,7 2,9 3,0 3.9 3.9 3,6 2.9 2.;_ 3.8 3.6 2.5

2L23" 8 4.5 4,6 _,b 4,& 4,4 4,4 4,4 5.4 3,4 3._ 3.7

Jahn ]0210 28 I.] 1.3 ]*& [.2 ].] 1.7 0._ 0.9 |*O l._ 0.8

Kryter 17117* 4-100 2,4 5,) 6.5 3,_ 2.6 ;L7 2.5 2,9 2.6 2.6 1., t

Kryce_ and Pe,rlonl 9/9 13-19 3.5 4.8 5.4 2._ 3.1 2.8 2.1 l.g 2.1 2.2 3.7

Luhcke. e_. i__1. [1/11 12 2.0 2.2 2.3 1.6 1.7 1.$ 2.5 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.5
20220 12 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.b 2.8 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.3 1.6

Moltno ]01_* 7 4.4 4.6 5.6 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.4 1.8 2.5 2.6 2,6

Peiriont and Bennett 30/30 20 4.3 4.5 4.7 3.S 3.7 3.3 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.2 3.7

20/20 20 1.7 4.0 _._ 1.4 1.4 l.? ]3 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.8

Peirso,,. e_!. ,_1. ;031_&* 20 6.5 5.1 _.3 2.5 2.8 3.0 _.2 2.2 3.0 2.6 2.1

Pearson| and Wells 19/19" 20.20 2.8 3.4 3.6 1.8 |.8 1.9 2.4 2.3 2.$ 2.7 2.6

Qu_e[tech 27/2? 20 4.2 &,4 _,7 4.0 4.3 4.2 3.1 3.Z 4.O 4.2 _.3

IO/lO 20 3.8 6.3 7.0 3.3 2.9 3.8 _*§ 2.5 2.6 2.8 2.$

RsSemacher _422h 20-2_ Z.2 2.6 3.2 I.H 2.0 1.9 |.6 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6

i_bineon and

m_shtr 1025" 5_ 1.9 2.8 3.1 1.4 1.$ 1.9 1.2 1.6 1.| 1.4 O._

spieSs i 20120 I0 4.7 6.2 6.8 4.2 4.0 _.2 2.4 I,_ 3.2 3.7 ::,';

20220 10 5.3 4.9 $.1 3J 4.1 3.6 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.2 }.0

Will, (aircraft) 30230 25 1.6 2.4 3J 1.2 1.3 O.9 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.7 2.2

Walls (en_ubl.) 33133* 30 1.1 I.; 2.1 1.3 1.3 1.[ 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.6 1.1

Wall, 300 &21_2 30 3.7 3.2 6._ 2.4 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 $.3

_ells 400 60/60 30 2.3 4.2 4.9 2.3 2.O 2.6 2.3 2.6 2.5 1.8 3.1

Wells UI_/ 2512_ 31 1.5 O.9 1.4 1.3 1.5 l.) l.l 1.O 1._ 1.4 0._

Ya,[v 11111 10 1._ 2.2 4.2 2.2 2.3 1._ "- 2.6 4.6 _._ 2.0

11211 I0 2.0 1.7 3.4 2.4 2.7 l.? 2.7 1.$ 2.7 3.2 0.9

]1111 10 _.6 1.2 2.8 2.9 3.3 2.1 l,? 1.4 2.7 3.1 114

M_an SD 3,05 3.55 4.16 2.65 2,73 2,63 2.26 2,22 _.60 2.6_ 2.36
S_ of SOs _1._ 1.6 1.6 1.1 l.l l.l 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1

...................... .............................................. ................................. _..--

= ,Umber of conditions (e* I, d_f(ere,l i_uM i'_trk VI • AH$I S 3.4 (&|972) procedure for ghl
pressure ]avel@_ _n|truc_|ons. ¢ompu_iC[o_ of ,sial
Con|-_o-no_|o rat ioi)

¢1 • _v_be_ Of d_f_orsR_ sps¢_r_ _rk VI| - based om molS[_:ll_[o. O_ Mi_k V_
(S* S, S_ewns, JAS...._A.1972. 51

• i_sfiditd dov_s_lo_ baled On Ivora_ of

A._C - it_nda_d SOUM-Iov_ g_Zef v_|htIP_s _LC . pNL v_th to.e correct(on il par _ )6

_ • m_tl r vl_h¢_,_ _do_Ced b_ |EC ZW] • bslffd O, Zv_cke_l lo_ml41 cllcu_a_[oh
lys_m. Proirlm f_oq _. pSU_UI and E.

02 " wet|h_ln_ valuea lu_el_ed by K. K_yter Zelcker. b_ustlca. 1972. 27. _rel-tlmld
(F'_) and diffuse-field (O_') vllue* used

- we_Eht_n _ valuu pruposed (or _r_ll end s_ ippropf_aCe. For earphone ||atln|P_ t
Itud¥ b_ A_Sl FF vllues used.
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Table D-2

MEAN DIFFERENCES (in decibels) (CALCULATED MINUS OBSERVED LEVELS)

See Legend for Table II.

_RK

,STUDY N/n A B C D1 D2 E VI VII PNL PNLC ZWI

Berglun d, et alo 18/3" -12.9 -4.7 0.4 -4,1 -6,7 -6.3 2.5 -6,0 L.9 2.6 8,6
Fishkan 84/12 _ -4.8 -5.1 -5.I 2.1 2.0 0.3 4.9 -i,9 5.5 ]0.7 7.8

21/3- -l.O -1.7 -I.7 5,8 6.D 2.9 8.8 1,3 9.9 15.6 11.2
Jehn i0/i0 -11.9 -10.8 -10.3 -5.1 -5.3 -7.7 -0.3 -7.8 1.1 2,3 5.1

Kryter and Pearsons 9/9 -5.9 -7,6 -7.0 -2,3 -2.2 -3.7 0.3 -7.3 2.1 5,3 4.1

Lubcke, eL al ii/ii -18.8 -16.9 -16.0 -13.0 -13.3 -14.8 -8.6 -13.3 -9.4 -8.2 -2.4
20/20 -17.3 -15.7 -14.9 -11.7 -11.8 -13.3 -6.2 -14.0 -5.2 -3.7 -0.7

Molino 30/5* -6.5 -4,8 -3.1 -O._ -I.0 -2.4 6.4 -i.0 5.I 6.3 12.3

Quletzsch 27/27 -14.6 -13.0 -11.6 -8.3 -8.6 -I0.3 -3.5 -II.0 -2,5 O,5 1.8
i0/I0 -13.0 -9.4 -7.8 -6,9 -7.5 -7.9 -1.4 -7.6 -2.9 -I,0 4,7

k_ 8ademacher 24/24 -8.8 -4.2 -2.4 -2.1 -3,0 -3.7 1.7 -5.3 3.9 6,3 8.0

Spiese i 20/20 -12.8 -10.9 -10.O -6,7 -7.0 -7.6 -1.5 -9.4 -3.9 -I,8 1,0
20/20 -11.9 -I0.0 -9.0 -5,8 -6.2 -6.8 -2.8 -10.9 -2.3 1.0 0.7

Yanlv 11/II -7.3 -3.9 -1,3 -1.7 -2.4 -3.6 -4.3 -1.5 -O.l 6.3

11/11 -10.3 -6.9 -4.3 -4.7 -5.4 -6.6 0.2 -4.9 -0.9 0.5 J "'6,5
11/11 -Ik.6 -8.4 -5,B -6,2 -6.8 -8.1 0.9 -8,3 -0.9 0,4 6.2

Mean of Mean Miffs. -10.8 -8.4 -6.9 -4.5 -5.0 -6.2 -0.13 -8.9 -0.0 2,3 5.1

SD of Means 4,53 4.36 4.85 4.74 4.84 4.85 4.54 4.27 4,71 5,66 4.16



Table D-3

EFFECT ON STANDARD DEVIATION OF FOUR PARAMETERS (Standard Deviations in Declbels)

See Legend for Table If.

No. of

STUDIfS/
VARIABLE SDs A B E D1 D2 E VI VII PNL PNLE ZWI

I. Attribute Judged

Loudneas 9/15 3.2 3.5 4.1 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.5* 2.4 3.0 3.2 2.2

Acceptability 10/12 2.9 3.7 4.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.2 2.6

2. Type of Noise

Aircraft 7/8 2.0 3.0 3.5 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.0 1.6
&" Industrial 3/4 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.9 1,7 2.1

Vehicle I/I 2.2 2.6 3.2 1,8 2.0 I .9 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6

Household I/3 2.1 1,8 3,5 2,5 2.8 I .8 2.2* 1.8 3.3 3.7 1.4
Artificial 7/10 _4.1 4.6 5.0 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.6 2.7 2.9 2.8 3.2

Miscel. 3/4 3.5 4.1 4.9 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.3 2.1 2.6 2.8 2.3

3. Tonal Components

Present 9/12 3.0 3.5 3.9 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.7

Absent I0/15 3.2 3.7 4.5 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.4* 2.2 2.8 3.0 2.2

4. Mode of Sound Presentation

Free Field 11/14 2.7 3.1 3.7 2.1 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.3
Diffuse Field 718 3.7 4.7 5.3 3.1 3.1 3.3 2,3 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.5

Earphones 3/6 3.0 2.9 3.8 3.4 3.5 3.0 3.1" 2.9 3.8 4.0 2.4

i SD labs
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(after being corrected as explained above). Table II gave the gDs for 2g sets

of spectra for eleven descriptors (six sound-level meter frequency weightings

and five calculation procedures). The results of the ANOVA are given in Table

D-5. Although the dlffsrencea among the mean SDs for the eleven descriptors

were small, they were highly significant, as were the differences among studies

and subsets. However, the interaction between procedure (descriptor) and study

was not significant.

To determine which mean SDs differed from each other significantly, a

Duncan's multlple-range test (Lynch and Hunteberger, 1976) was performed on

the matrix of differences between descriptors given in Table D-6. me number

of asterisks indicates the level of aignlficance. Generally, differences

greater than 0.45 dB were significantly different at the ,O5 level or better.

Thus the A-weighting had significantly larger gDs than four of the five calculation

procedures. With the exclusion of B- and C-, among the four frequency weight-

inga only A- and Dl-weightings differed significantly. Except for PNLC, none

of the calculation procedures differed significantly from one another. (N.B.

Table D-6 supercedes Table Vll in gcharf, et. el. (1977). Table VZI was based

on t-tests and was presented as a preliminary analysis pending an ANOVA and a

more appropriate multiple-range test.
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Table 0-5

REPEATED blEASUNES ANOVA

(Based on 28 standard deviations from 20 studies.)

Sum Degrees

Source Variance of Squares of Freedom Mean F P

Weighting or calculation

procedure 95.28 I0 9.53 17.08 <<.OO1

Study 274.04 27 10.14 18.20 <<,001

Procedure x Study 150.56 270 .56

Total 530.14 307



Ta1_le D-6

DIFFERENCES 1 IN DECIBELS BETWEEN MEAN STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN TABLE II.

B C DI D2 E VI VII PNL PNLC ZWI

A ,50" l.ll*_* -.40" -.32 -.42 -.79*** -.83"** -.45" -.36 -.69

S .61"* -.90"** -.$2"* -.92_** -1.29*** "1.33"** -.95"** -.86"** -1.19"**

C -1.5.*** -1.43**_ -1.53"** -1.90"** -1.94"** -1.56_** -1.47"** -I.80"**

DI .08 -.02 -.39 -.43 -.05 .04 -.29

DR Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Test -.I0 -.47" -.51" -.13 -.04 -.37

E N128 -.37 -.41 -.03 .06 -.27

VI blank - Not Sisnificant -.04 .34 .43 .IO
?

VII * = Significant at .O5 or better .38 .47' .14

?NL ** - Significant st ,O1 .09 -,24

PNLC *** = Significant at .O01 -.33

lStandard deviation for a given calculation scheme listed in the column of this matrix is subtracted from the deviation
for the calculation scheme, with which it is paired, listed in the row. Thus B minus A -.50, D1 minus A "-.40, etc.

L_gend:

A, B, C standard sound-level meter welghtings Mark VII based on modification of Mark VI (S.S, Stevens,
DI meter weighting adopted by IEC JASA, 1972, 51)
D2 weighting values suggested by K Kryter pNL perceived no_e level
E weighting values proposed for trial and PNLC PNL with tone correction as per FAR 36

study by ANSI ZWI based on Zwicker's loudness calculation system.
Mark VI ANSI S3.4 (R1972) procedure for the Program from E. Paulus snd E. Zwlcker, Acustica,

computation of the loudness of noise 1972, 27, Free-field (FF) and dlffuse-fleld (DE)
values--used as appropriate
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...of Judged annoyance or unacceptability (as distinct from noisiness or loudness).
Given the small effect of tonal components in the present group of studies, the
evaluation of three different tone-correction procedures (FAR 36, 1969; Kryter and
Pearson's,1965;and Steven's,1970)could not lead to definitiveconclusionsabout
their relative merits. Although a small correction may be necessary for the pre-
sence of tonal componentsat highlevels,the tone-correctionproceduresnow avail-
able cannotbe properlyevaluateduntilmore appropriatedata thatdemonstratethe
need for a tone correction are obtained.
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